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Abstract
In this study, novel inventory models are developed for real life Configure-to-Order (CTO)
systems such as that at Philips IGT Systems. While in many inventory models demand for end
products originates directly from customer orders, it is the factory’s capacity that is leading for
CTO manufacturers of capital goods. A model is therefore proposed where the vast majority
of uncertainty originates from product mix and order configuration uncertainty, rather than
customer demand streams. Since stockout costs are high, constraints are introduced on the
product fill rates and the objective is to find the minimum cost replenishment policies that
satisfy these constraints. An algorithm is proposed that is capable of finding provably nearoptimal (s, S) policies and works under very general conditions. The algorithm makes use of
the convenient Lagrangian relaxation of the problem, which allows industrial scale problem
instances to be efficiently solved. In addition, Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) agreements
are considered. For the first time, a framework is proposed for determining good stock limits
from the manufacturer’s point of view. It is shown that the supplier is the main predictor of
a part’s performance under VMI agreements and that suppliers behave differently compared to
the stock limits. Both data driven and empirical evidence suggests that four types of supplier’s
exist, each with a typical behavior. After classifying suppliers into one of these groups, the
expected behavior associated with them is used to derive good stock limits.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The last decades, many manufacturing companies have adopted Assemble-to-Order (ATO) and
Configure-to-Order (CTO) strategies, as opposed to full make-to-stock and make-to-order. In
ATO systems, end-products are assembled from multiple sub-assemblies or components that
are kept on stock. Components are in turn used in multiple end products, which allows for
more product differentiation while keeping customer lead times and inventory costs low. The
dependencies that arise because of this commonality however lead to a complex setting for which
optimal component replenishment policies are unknown, even when Bill-Of-Materials (BOMs)
of products are fixed. CTO systems in addition allow customers to configure their product by
selecting the desired features and options. This leads to an additional layer of uncertainty, order
configuration uncertainty, which complicates the system even further. Some of the complexity is
often dealt with by using Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) and Vendor Managed Consignment
Inventory (VMCI) agreements . In VMI, the supplier is responsible for keeping inventory at
the manufacturer’s warehouse between a given upper and lower limit. In case of VMCI, the
supplier also remains owner of the stock until it is removed from the warehouse for use by the
buyer. These arrangements reduce the problem for the manufacturer to setting suitable stock
limits. Deciding on an appropriate height of these limits is however a challenge that has not
been tackled in literature so far.
This thesis considers a CTO system at Philips, a manufacturer of high tech medical systems.
In total, there are thousands of components, which are assembled into dozens of product types.
Products are highly configurable leading to different material requirements for each system.
Since component stockouts can lead to extremely expensive production stops, the primary
concern is to guarantee material availability. Also, a significant part of the components is in
VM(C)I agreements. For the first part of this research, it is assumed that all replenishment
decisions are made by Philips. The second part then deals with choosing stock limits for vendor
managed components.

Model
The goal of the first part is to find (s, S) replenishment policies for all components that minimize
costs under product fill rate constraints. The problem is modeled as a periodic review model with
deterministic lead times. Every period, a number of production orders are released, following
some discrete distribution. Every order has probabilities of being of a certain product type,
and every product type has probabilities of requiring a certain amount of units from each
component. Since the total production volume is regulated and restricted by factory capacity,
variability in the number of systems per day is limited, while high levels of uncertainty in
component demands originate from variations in product mix and order configurations. In case
of a shortage, components are assumed to be allocated first-come first-serve to production orders.
Random allocation is assumed for orders that arrive simultaneously, since various unpredictable
reasons exist in real life to make certain allocation decisions.
First it is shown how the exact lead time demand distributions can be obtained by a series
iii
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of convolutions. This is done efficiently by recursion over the total demand per period and
then over the number of periods in the lead time. Expressions for the component fill rates
are then derived from these distributions based on the allocation policy. Since product level
performance measures in ATO systems are computationally intractable, an approximation is
used by assuming inventory levels of components behave independently. A simulation study
shows that this approximation works well. The resulting product form constraints on the fill
rates are linearized by taking logarithms of both sides, leading to an integer linear program. It
is shown that using a decision variable per combination of component and candidate policy and
relaxing the fill rate constraints leads to a convenient Lagrangian Relaxation that can be solved
by inspection. The Lagrangian Dual problem is subsequently optimized using a subgradient
method resulting in a tight lower bound on the optimal solution of the original problem. An
algorithm is finally presented to obtain feasible primal solutions from the best dual solution.

Results
The algorithm was implemented at Philips in the form of an automated tool. It shows it is
able to find provably near-optimal solutions for realistic size problems. A range of test cases
was performed of varying size and each case is solved within small distance of the optimum.
A simulation was also performed using real demand data from Philips, to test the modeling
assumptions and show that the method is an improvement over the one that is currently used.
The simulation shows that the proposed stock levels result both in significantly higher material
availability as well as lower inventory costs for certain cases. Table 1 shows both the test cases
and the simulation results.
Table 1: Algorithm performance (left) and simulation results (right).
|I|

|J |

E[D]

Max opt. gap

3
6
8
12
23

877
2.8
0.023%
1068
3.1
0.287%
1606
4.8
0.043%
1632
5.4
0.316%
2041
7.3
0.178%
|I| = #components, |J | =
#product types, E[D] = expected total demand per period

Measure

Improvement proposed method
90

93

Days in St.
34,10% 36,8%
Days with B. 41,20% 44,3%
Avg B.
29,26% 31,3%
Costs
2,70%
1,4%
St. = stockout, B. = backlog,
targets used in optimization.

95
39,2%
47,3%
32,6%
0,4%
90,...,99

97

99

42,9% 46,6%
51,7% 58,4%
35,2% 40,2%
-1,3% -5,5%
are fill rate

Vendor Managed Inventory
Although there is a substantial body of literature that discusses the advantages and implications
of Vendor Managed Inventory and Consignment Inventory, there is no concrete method available
for determining good Upper Stock Limits (USL) and Lower Stock Limits (LSL). This is likely
due to some ambiguities and contradictions that are present concerning the interpretation of
the LSL. It remains unclear both in literature and in practice whether this limit should be
used as safety stock and may thus be violated in case demand is higher than expected, or if the
supplier should buffer against such uncertainty to keep inventory between the limits at all times.
Also, there are suspicions at Philips that some suppliers make different replenishment decisions
for consignment and non-consignment items. To be able to determine good stock limits, more
insight is needed in inventory patterns and supplier behavior in these agreements.
To this end, a case study is performed. Data on all VMI and VMCI components is gathered.
Four measures are introduced to characterize the inventory behavior of each component compared to its stock limits. Stockout time (proportion of time with no inventory on hand), shortage
iv
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time (proportion of time spent below the lower limit), average inventory level, and the average inventory level just before replenishments. By fitting regression models on each of these
measures, it is shown that the supplier that manages the part is the most important predictor
of behavior. Based on empirical information and a data driven procedure using K-Means clustering, four types of suppliers are identified and all supliers of Philips are classified into one of
them:
• Forecast driven suppliers are mainly driven by the provided forecast or planning of the
buyer. They attempt to deliver when the inventory level hits the LSL, which leads to
regular violations of the limit due to demand variability. The LSL is thus used as safety
stock.
• Performance driven suppliers attempt to keep inventory above the LSL by delivering earlier
than necessary according to the planning. The supplier thus buffers against uncertainty.
• Cash flow driven suppliers differentiate between consignment and non-consignment stock.
Consignment inventory is kept low to reduce economic exposure while non-consignment
stock is kept against the upper limit.
• Unreliable suppliers spent too much time below the LSL to be explained by any rational
policy. They may struggle to keep up with demand or have other issues that need to be
solved.
Figure 1: Inventory levels of a performance driven (left) and cash flow driven (right) supplier.
Supplier 33: inventory levels over time

Supplier 10: inventory levels over time
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Finally, the expected behavior associated with each of these classes is used to translate the
optimal (s, S) policy of VM(C)I components into suitable stock limits.

Conclusions
An algorithm was presented in this work to optimize component replenishment policies in CTO
systems at manufacturing companies with low variability of total production volume and high
product mix and order configuration uncertainty. The model works under very general conditions, for example it computes (s, S) policies rather than base stock levels, allows for incorporation of MOQs, and makes no assumptions about the BOMs of products. The algorithm finds
solutions that are close-to-optimal for all tested cases and shows to improve material availability
at Philips by roughly 40% while reducing holding costs.
In addition, for the first time, a framework is presented for setting stock limits in VMI arrangements. A novel approach was taken, from the viewpoint of the manufacturer. The analysis
suggests that suppliers, in line with the ambiguities in literature, have different interpretations
of the limits and thus show different behavior. Since this affects costs and material availability
at the manufacturer, this behavior should be taken into account when determining the stock
limits. Classifying the suppliers as proposed in this work has proven to be a practical solution
to this problem. Future research may focus on improving the procedure and validating its use
in other contexts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Problem Context

stock levels of the sub assemblies or components. Since demand for components occurs simultaneously upon the arrival of an end
product demand, the component demands are
highly correlated, which makes traditional inventory management practices unsuitable. In
Configure-to-Order (CTO) systems, in which
the Bill of Material of end products is not fixed,
but customers can select components according to their wishes, this becomes even harder.
Even if the overall sales forecast is very accurate, there is still a lot of uncertainty in the
demand for individual components. Standard
ATO systems are however already very complex, especially for problems of realistic size.
Part of this complexity is due to the component allocation problem. Next to the replenishment policy decision, the company has
to decide how to allocate components to end
products, i.e. they have to decide which end
products to assemble or which demands to fulfill from the available components in case not
all orders can be filled. Some optimal policies
have been identified for special cases, but little
is known about the general case. In fact, most
research resorts to the use of First Come First
Serve (FCFS) allocation for tractability.
Some companies deal with the complexity
by expediting part of the inventory management activities in the form of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI). In these cases, the supplier is responsible for keeping the inventory
level of their component in the warehouse of
the manufacturer between an upper and lower
bound. Often, the components are also owned
by the supplier until they are used for assembly. Supplier owned stock is called Consignment Inventory and the combination will
be denoted Vendor Managed Consignment Inventory (VMCI), following the definitions of

The last decades, manufacturing companies
have shifted from full make-to-stock and maketo-order to more efficient strategies that allow for more product differentiation without
increasing customer lead times. In particular, assemble-to-order and configure-to-order
policies have gained popularity. Swaminathan
and Tayur (1998) suggest storing sub assemblies, which they call ‘vanilla boxes’, from
which the final products are assembled after
demand has been realized. This way, commonality of those sub assemblies among different end products can be exploited. This
strategy first gained significant interest in the
PC industry, where customers could configure
their product by choosing components, such as
RAM, processor and hard disk. Hundreds of
configurations are possible in these cases, so
storing all of those combinations would be extremely expensive, while making every PC to
order would lead to unacceptably long waiting
times. It is therefore no surprise that early
research was commissioned by Dell (Kapuscinski et al., 2004) and IBM (Cheng et al.,
2002; Swaminathan and Tayur, 1998). Similar strategies have been adopted by companies
in other industries, such as car manufacturers
and high tech companies. Examples are Fokker (Van Jaarsveld et al., 2015), Philips Healthcare and ASML. Although a lot of research has
since been dedicated to analysis and optimization of ATO systems, optimal policies for real
life ATO systems remain unknown. As a result, companies make decisions based on simple
heuristics and experience rather than rigorous
methods.
One particular challenge is to determine
the optimal replenishment policies or base
1
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be shifted to Pune in the coming years, while
fixed systems are produced solely in Best. IGT
Systems has around 1300 employees (excluding
sales and service), of which 1000 work in Best.
Per year, production in Best is expected to
total around a couple thousand systems, with
values ranging from some hundred thousand
dollars to over a million. Since the systems
are assembled in Best from several subassemblies of varying complexity and value, inventory costs are significant. Moreover, stockout
costs are even higher, since stockouts may lead
to idle factory capacity. Hence inventory control is an important aspect of operations for
the business.

Williams (2000). Intuitively, CI and VMCI
lead to conflicting interests, as the supplier benefits from low stock levels to limit its working capital, while the manufacturer requires a
high availability level, and thus a higher stock
level. Moreover, requiring suppliers to keep the
stock level above some lower limit at all times,
will force them to buffer against demand uncertainty, while the lower stock limit itself serves
the same purpose. This raises questions about
the efficiency of these arrangements and the
precise responsibilities of all involved parties.
The Image Guided Therapy Systems division of Philips HealthTech, a high tech manufacturer of large medical devices, finds itself in a situation as described above. This
research, which is performed in collaboration
with them, therefore has the following goal: to
develop methods to determine good replenishment policies or stock limits for all components, including those under VMI and VMCI
agreements.

1.2

1.3

Research Design

1.3.1

Problem Statement

Currently at Philips, a simple safety leadtime
heuristic is used to buffer against all uncertainty in the system. More valuable items get a
shorter safety lead time to reduce costs and less
valuable items are stocked in excess to improve
availability. This is done using a simple ABC
classification. In addition, safety lead time is
increased for optional components, since their
demand is more volatile. The general impression is that this leads to both unnecessary inventory costs and avoidable availability issues.
This is the main reason for starting this project and forms the encompassing problem. For
components under VMI or VMCI agreements,
a similar pragmatic approach is used, mostly
based on simple calculations in combination
with gut feeling and experience.
The most important challenges that Philips
faces in managing their inventory are discussed
in more detail.

Company Introduction

Philips is a leading electronics firm, founded
in 1891 by Gerard Philips in Eindhoven, The
Netherlands. In 2016, Philips employed around
115,000 FTE worldwide and operated in over
100 countries. Recently, by selling its lighting business, Philips has made a big step into
becoming a focused health technology company. The HealthTech portfolio of Philips includes both consumer electronics and high tech
medical devices and systems, which together
accounted for $17.4 billion in sales in 2016.
Philips’ mission is to improve peoples lives
through meaningful innovation and its goal is
to improve the lives of 3 billion people per year
by 2025.
The Image Guided Therapy (IGT) business group within Philips provides solutions
for visual guidance during minimally invasive
therapies. IGT Systems, which is part of this
group, is a leading innovator and manufacturer
of interventional X-ray systems.
These capital goods are produced only in
Best, The Netherlands, and in Pune, India. On
a high level the systems can be divided into
fixed and mobile systems. Production of the
smaller and less complex mobile systems will

Performance at the order level. Performance of the system is currently completely
managed at the level of individual components,
which is an issue. For illustration, suppose
99.5% of components is available when requested and that 250 components are needed by a
product. Given that components are independently managed, this would lead to an order
fill rate of 0.995250 = 28.6%. Note that these
numbers do not necessarily fit the situation at
2
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by using a longer safety leadtime for items that
have lower PBOM percentages. Items with a
PBOM between 0.3 and 0.7 get 1.5 times the
normal safety leadtime and if the PBOM is
lower than 0.3, it is doubled. This is a simple
heuristic method of which it is unknown how
well it performs cost and availability-wise.

Philips, but it illustrates the need to measure
performance at the order level instead of the
component level. This is due to the correlation
in component demands. An arrival of an order
results in the simultaneous arrivals of component demands. An immediate consequence is
that also in determining stock levels, the focus
should be on choosing stock levels that improve
or ensure the simultaneous availability of components, i.e. the order fill rate, rather than
the component fill rate. Currently, stock levels
are not determined with that in mind, likely
leading to under performance of the system.

Vendor managed and consignment inventory. A significant part of inventory is
managed by Philips’ suppliers through VMI
and VMCI agreements. Although this reduces
operational effort that is needed by Philips, it
also shifts control to its suppliers. This leads to
the situation where Philips’ costs are directly
influenced by decisions of its suppliers. For example, the supplier may choose to reduce its
own finished goods inventory costs by keeping
the inventory level of Philips against the upper stock limit, leading to higher carrying costs
for Philips. Some members of the procurement
team have the suspicion that this does indeed
happen. Such behavior is a problem, since the
current (upper) stock limits do not take this
into account.
Lower stock limits are currently calculated
the same way as the safety leadtime for items
bought via purchase orders, even though suppliers are supposed to keep the physical stock
level above the LSL at all times. Intuitively,
this might lead to double buffering, since the
supplier might also buffer against uncertainty
to ensure the on-hand inventory at Philips remains above the LSL, while Philips buffers by
setting a positive LSL. These two examples
of possible supplier behavior lead to the suggestion that stock limits of components under
VMI and VMCI agreements should be determined differently than the safety stock of PO
items, which is currently not the case.
In addition, it seems unlikely that the LSL
buffer is as useless in practice as it is theoretically. This raises some questions about
the behavior and responsibilities of each party
under these agreements. Do suppliers indeed manage to keep the inventory above the
LSL at all times? What happens if they do
not? Who should buffer against demand uncertainty, the suppliers or Philips? Is the LSL
really a hard limit or is it what suppliers should
aim for, knowing that they will fall below it

Order configuration uncertainty. One
of the biggest challenges, as mentioned, is the
order configuration uncertainty. This creates
an additional layer of uncertainty on top of demand variability. Currently Philips uses a so
called ‘plannings BOM’ or PBOM to deal with
this. A PBOM consists of fixed percentages,
representing the average usage of a component
in a product of a certain type. These percentages are simply multiplied by the amount of expected product orders to forecast the component demand. Although probabilities are evaluated regularly and are quite accurate on the
long term, on the short term this can lead to
under or over estimation of demand. For example, a component that is mandatory in any
system, will have a probability of 1. A forecast of demand for this item will be accurate as
the product level demand is fairly steady. Now
consider a component that is used in half of the
orders and thus has a probability of 0.5. A forecast is made with this probability corresponding to half of the total demand for the product.
In the realization, those 1’s will stay 1’s and
therefore the only uncertainty is from a deviation in the amount of orders, but the 0.5’s will
either turn out to be 1’s or 0’s, meaning there
is a chance that demand is twice as high as expected or that there is no demand at all, even if
product demand is exactly as expected. Also,
the demand stream will be more volatile due to
the probabilistic nature of arrivals, leading to
peaks in demand. Finally, there will usually be
an error in estimating the average usage of a
component in a product type, as this is based
on historical data. All this additional uncertainty is compensated for in the current system
3
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orders to be shifted back and forth in the
when leadtime demand is above expectation?
planning.
Without clarifying these issues, it will be hard
to quantify performance or determine good The latter happens on a daily basis and causes
stock limits for the items under VM(C)I agree- a lot of changes in material needs. This is why
ments.
production slots are not committed to orders
until they are confirmed by the customer, resulting in the actual component demand revealSudden changes in production sched- ing itself only a few days or up to a week before
ule. Demand on the long term, e.g. the the planned production start.
total demand in a year, and on the medium term, say for the next few months, is
1.3.2 Scope
fairly steady and can be forecasted accurately
through a monthly Sales and Operations Plan- The scope of the research was defined followning (S&OP) cycle, in which the sales plan is ing the topics discussed above. The developed
agreed upon by the sales teams over the globe solution includes an order based performance
and the factories in Best and Pune. The actual measure, as this is both most relevant for
production planning on the short term is how- Philips, and the standard in ATO/CTO litever more volatile. There are three main reas- erature. When measuring component availabons that changes occur in the planning, which ility, a lot of the dependencies in the system
in turn may lead to material shortages.
are ignored, leading to both inferior perform• Technical or quality issues in the factory ance and theoretically uninteresting research.
might lead to a shipment-hold on a certain Secondly, the order configuration uncertainty
product, meaning products of that type is an important factor of the research, as it
cannot leave the factory until the issue is forms the most important issue Philips faces,
resolved. In that case, no more orders of and presented an opportunity to distinguish
that type are released and available slots the solution from existing ATO optimization
are filled with other orders, leading to a procedures. Since a considerable amount of the
sudden increase in demand for those other inventory at Philips, as well as in a lot of other
companies, is currently managed by VMI and
products.
• The S&OP team request the factory to VMCI methods, the influence of those agreeincrease their production volume. Since ments was also investigated.
The sudden changes in production planning
it is often unclear whether suppliers
are capable of delivering the additional on the short term were considered out of scope
components, such proposals are some- of this research. Since short term changes octimes executed while they are not feas- cur due to a variety of reasons and are often
ible material-wise. Recently, a master one-time problems, it does not seem reasonthesis was dedicated to performing feasib- able nor useful to model all these scenarios.
ility checks for S&OP changes and solving This does however not mean that the resulting variability was not taken into account. Inthis problem.
• The available production slots are system- stead, demand was modeled as a stochastic
atically over-booked with orders. This is process that is equal in volume and variabilbecause very often, customers appear not ity to the actual order arrival process at the
to be ready to receive the ordered product, factory, including the order configuration une.g. because a delay in construction of the certainty and the uncertainty resulting from
hospital. Other reasons that orders are sudden changes. This is reasonable, as the
not ready to be released are: a customer stock levels are determined only twice a year
has not delivered all necessary inform- and at that point, forecasts are not so granation, some specifications have changed ular or accurate that orders moving forward
(e.g. because of construction changes at and backward in planning some days or weeks
the hospital), or Philips has made changes will influence the higher level issue of balancing
in the catalog and the order needs to be costs and expected availability over the long
converted to the new system. This causes run. Also, since the short term planning is so
4
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To provide some structure to the problem,
five sub-questions are formulated. The first
three questions represent the modeling, evaluation and optimization stages of solving the
main problem. The last two concern the problem of handling VMI and VMCI agreements.

volatile, due to so many different reasons, this
can best be captured by ignoring the specific
causes and focusing on the distribution of the
actual arrivals. Moreover, taking those changes
into account would create more space for such
variations, at additional inventory costs, while
it should be the other way around: before implementing such changes, a feasibility check
should be performed to see whether it is feasible material-wise.
Another issue that is not included in the research is the uncertainty in the estimation of
the PBOM percentages. As noted, these percentages are estimated from historical data and
thus are prone to (small) errors. In this study,
the percentages are however assumed to be true
to avoid unnecessary complexity in the model.
At the start of this research, a joint project of
MPS Planning and the Order Desk at Philips
IGT Systems was dedicated to including unused information from the order book in the
prediction of the percentages. For this reason,
modeling the uncertainty in those percentages
was also not useful.
Finally, a lot of research on ATO and CTO
systems is aimed at finding good or optimal
policies for allocating components to orders.
Currently at Philips, there is no fixed strategy
for this problem. Sometimes, components are
held back until the missing component(s) have
arrived and sometimes the production slot is
filled with another order. Considering the challenges that were already present in this research, and the difficulty of the component allocation problem, optimizing this policy was
considered out of scope. Instead, an assumption was made about the allocation policy, that
enabled derivation of the required performance
measure.

1.3.3

1. How can uncertainty in demand and order
configuration be modeled so that it accurately represents the real life situation at
Philips IGT Systems and remains computationally tractable?
2. How can, given a set of replenishment
policies for all components, the expected
order fill rate be calculated under the demand model resulting from sub-question
1?
3. How can the (near-)optimal stock levels, in
terms of minimizing inventory costs under
order fill rate constraints, be determined
for a problem instance similar to that at
Philips IGT Systems.
4. What are the responsibilities and behavior
of Philips and its suppliers under Vendor
Managed Inventory and Vendor Managed
Consignment Inventory agreements, and
can these be improved to reduce costs for
Philips?
5. How should the upper and lower stock limits be determined or adjusted for the components under Vendor Managed Inventory
and Consignment Inventory contracts in
order to contribute to the objective of subquestion 3?

1.4

Research Questions

Outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as
The main research question can now be formu- follows. In Chapter 2, existing literature on
lated:
ATO systems, CTO systems, and VMI agreements is reviewed. In Chapter 3, the basic
How can (near-)optimal component replen- model is introduced, which answers the first
ishment policies or stock levels be determ- three sub-questions. First the situation at
ined in a configure-to-order system of realistic Philips is modeled as a series of stochastic prosize with high order configuration uncertainty, cesses. Then, the necessary performance measwhere part of the components are managed un- ures are derived and the optimization problem
der vendor managed inventory and consign- is formulated. It is shown that provably nearoptimal solutions for this formulation can be
ment inventory agreements?
5
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sub-questions 4 and 5 by investigating vendor
managed inventory agreements. In particular,
in Chapter 7 it is shown that component inventory behavior under VMI arrangements differs significantly among suppliers and that suppliers are the most important predictors of a
part’s performance. Based on this observation,
a novel approach for determining stock limits is
proposed in Chapter 8 and 9. First, Chapter 8
shows that suppliers can be classified into four
general types based on their inventory behavior. This classification is subsequently used in
Chapter 9 to determine good upper and lower
stock limits for all components in VMI agreements.
Finally, Chapter 10 deals with the conclusions and discussions on the presented work.

efficiently found using a Lagrangian Relaxation approach. It is also shortly discussed how
the problem can be solved using a Greedy Algorithm.
The proposed model of Chapter 3, which
computes base stock levels, is then generalized
to compute (s, S) policies in Chapter 4, which
allows economies of scale to be exploited. It
is shown that only limited adjustments are required to make this generalization. Chapter 5
and 6 then deal with the implementation of the
method at Philips IGT Systems and the numerical results respectively. This basically concludes the first part of the thesis, which is focused on finding optimal replenishment policies
in CTO systems.
The second part of this thesis aims to answer

6

Chapter 2

Literature Review
In this chapter, relevant previous research on
Assemble-To-Order and Configure-To-Order
systems is discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 respectively. The last two sections of
the chapter then discuss literature on Vendor
Managed Inventory (Section 2.3), and provide
a short discussion on all three topics respectively.

prices and a fixed due date for delivery. Capacity is limited and there is the possibility to
place emergency orders for components. They
provide insight in when to assemble products
before demand has been realized. This is however not very relevant for the case under consideration, due to the large amount of possible
end product configurations, and will therefore
not be discussed in detail.

2.1

A special setting that has been given significant attention is where product prices are lead
time dependent, i.e. a sold end product results
in more profit when it is delivered earlier. The
manufacturer knows the demand arrival time
and probability distribution of the customer
order quantity, and all component lead times
are positive. Hsu et al. (2006) provides an
optimization model to determine the amount
and timing of component replenishment orders, in a setting where both product price
and component acquisition price depend on
delivery lead times, and where orders can be
fulfilled through multiple partial shipments.
They solve the problem optimally, also for the
case where partial delivery is allowed against
a shortage penalty. They conclude that, even
though there is a single end product, optimal
stocking quantities will differ for different components. They also find that there is an interdependence between different components,
so that cost or lead time change in one component may lead to a change in the optimal
stock level of another. This is an interesting insight for companies, as it is not uncommon that
stock levels are only determined once or twice
a year, while recalculating after such changes
might lead to further cost savings. Although
the research was conducted on this more specific setting, it seems likely that the conclusion
holds for complexer situations, since the de-

Assemble-to-Order
tems

Sys-

First, ATO literature is reviewed. Song and
Zipkin (2003) provide a comprehensive overview of early ATO literature. Atan et al. (2016)
cover the developments since then. First, periodic review models are reviewed, followed by
continuous review cases.

2.1.1

Periodic Review ATO Systems

Periodic review models can be divided in four
categories based on the amount of periods and
end products in the system. First the most basic setting will be discussed with only a single
period and single end product.
Single period single product Although
the single period single end product model does
not reflect a realistic size problem, it has been
studied quite extensively. The main reason for
this is that the multi period setting is intractable and insights from the single period setting
are likely to be extendable to the multi period
case (Atan et al., 2016). The main objectives
are to determine how many components to order and also how many products to assemble
before demand is realized.
Xiao et al. (2010) for example study the latter problem. They assume constant product
7
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every backorder no matter how long the wait,
is interesting. Especially when underage costs
are high and demand is stochastic, inventory
levels might become extremely high to avoid
any backorders. In various plausible contexts,
a small delay in an order does not immediately
result in significant costs or customer dissatisfaction. These models are somewhat more
forgiving in that sense and this might better
reflect those situations. A downside is that
if there is no natural decrease in revenues or
increase in costs due to longer lead times, it
would require coming up with artificial costs
for customer dissatisfaction, which is hard to
measure or estimate.

pendencies remain. Furthermore, the optimal
policy presented by Hsu et al. (2006) suggests
that suppliers or components can be classified
by lead time, so that for the components in the
same group, replenishments are arranged to arrive at the same time. Hence they suggest a
coordinated policy, where arrivals of simultaneously required components are coordinated to
occur at the same time. This sounds feasible
and quite practical for a single product case,
but expectedly becomes much more complex
when there are multiple products with common
components, making it unclear how useful this
result is in practice. Classifying components
based on lead time might however be a very
practical way to find good base stock levels,
and it would be interesting to further investigate this approach in a realistic setting.

Single period multiple product When
there are multiple products with common components, an additional decision has to be made;
how to allocate components to products. Another issue that is studied, is whether or not to
introduce a more expensive, common component to replace dedicated components of multiple products. The latter is investigated for
example by Van Mieghem (2004) and Fong
et al. (2004). This is however not the focus
of this study. Both papers also provide methods to determine the optimal stock levels in
specific, small, ATO systems. In his review,
Song and Zipkin (2003) provide linear and integer Stochastic Programming formulations for
this situation, but no efficient algorithm is
given to solve these. Most literature for this
setting seems to elaborate on topics as commonality and component allocation, while very
little evaluation and optimization procedures
are presented regarding stock levels or replenishment policies.

In a following paper, Hsu et al. (2007) consider the case where the full order quantity
has to be delivered at the same time, which
is a lot more useful in a manufacturing setting. In other settings this can also be useful
when transportation costs are relatively high
and economies of scale play an important role.
They call this the ‘full shipment model’, as opposed to the ‘partial shipment model’ proposed
in the former work.
Fu et al. (2006) study a similar setting, but
with a limited capacity of the assembler and
the possibility to outsource assembly. Fang
et al. (2008) investigate the use of VMI for the
single period case. This will further be discussed in Section 2.3. Yao et al. (2013) investigate the benefit of using multiple sourcing
channels, i.e. using multiple suppliers for the
same component, who have different lead times
and prices. The benefit of this strategy appears to depend on the price function of the
end product. When price drops hard in case of
a delay, optimal stock levels will be higher and
the effect of dual channeling vanishes. When
the price steadily decreases or remains fairly
constant, dual channeling can lead to reduced
costs. Unfortunately, in practice and especially
under VMI agreements, manufacturers often
have contracts with their suppliers, preventing
the company from buying the components at
another supplier.

Multiple period single product The
multiple period case is significantly more complex. This is due to the fact that the ending state of one period becomes the starting
state of the next. Moreover, when there are
different replenishment lead times, the ending
state in one period influences multiple periods to come (Song and Zipkin, 2003). Obviously, stochastic lead times would further complicate these calculations. Another issue is
how to handle shortages. These can be either
backlogged or considered lost. For the single
The idea of including costs for longer lead product case, which constitutes an assembly
times, instead of calculating a fixed penalty for system, that complexity is reduced and optimal
8
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proach in the sense that some conditions on the
BOM structure of the system lead to efficient
and accurate approximations. In particular,
systems with ideal structures and strongly ideal
structures are defined. The former requires
that components with longer lead times have
a higher commonality among end-products.
Strongly ideal structures are like ideal structures, but with the additional property that
components occur in the same ratio in each
end-product that it is part of. This reduces
the influence of product mix variation on the
distribution of component demand. For these
cases, De Kok (2003) develops accurate and
computationally tractable approximations for
product level performance measures based on
(non-)ruin probabilities.

policies have been identified. Note that there is
no allocation problem and that when all component lead times are equal, the problem boils
down to a single item problem as all inventory levels will be equal at all times (Song and
Zipkin, 2003).
When lead times are deterministic, Rosling
(1989) shows that the problem becomes a serial
system and a balanced base stock policy is
therefore optimal. This does however not work
when lead times are stochastic. Song and Yao
(2002) consider this case and model replenishments as M |G|∞ queues with simultaneous arrivals, which allow for exact evaluation. Furthermore they confirm that it is most beneficial
to keep higher stock levels for long lead time,
and preferably low cost, components. Easy-tocompute performance bounds and Greedy algorithms are used to approximate the optimal
solution.
Research on this setting is limited, likely
because Rosling (1989) already found the optimal solution for the deterministic lead time
case. Other research focuses on variations of
the problem or related problems, but these will
be omitted as they are less relevant for the
problem at hand.
Multiple period multiple product Optimal policies for the multi-period multiproduct setting are only known for some special cases with specific assumptions. Even evaluating a policy in this setting, e.g. calculating
(time window) fill rates, is intractable for general problem structures.
For some special structures, accurate and
easy-to-compute approximations have however
been developed by De Kok and Visschers
(1999) and De Kok (2003). De Kok and Visschers (1999) decomposes multi-echelon ATO
systems into several series systems based on the
observation of Rosling (1989) that a pure assembly system (with one end product) is mathematically equivalent to a series system with
adjusted lead times. Stock points are then
combined again where possible to take advantage of the risk pooling effects. A heuristic is
then presented to compute near-optimal base
stock levels in terms of minimizing inventory
costs under service level constraints for the case
where only series systems are produced by the
algorithm. De Kok (2003) takes a similar ap-

Since such approximations are not yet found
for the general case, most researchers assume a
base stock policy for simplicity, assume some
allocation rule, and then optimize the base
stock levels. E.g. Agrawal and Cohen (2001)
minimize the inventory costs under order fill
rate constraints, using a partial FCFS allocation rule, where in case of a shortage ‘fair share’
allocation is used. Demand in each period is
a multivariate normal distribution. They formulate an optimization problem with a convex
objective and quasiconvex constraints, so that
the global minimum must satisfy the KarushKuhn-Tucker conditions (see e.g. Bazaraa
et al. (2006) for mathematical backgrounds).
Their analysis shows that the contribution of
an individual component’s inventory level on
the order service level varies among components and that it is important to understand
these contributions. This suggests, according
to Agrawal and Cohen (2001), that there is a
need for greater coordination of inventory management of different components. They also
prove, in a fairly general setting, that more
commonality leads to lower costs, and that
fill rates for common components should be
higher, as this is the cheapest way to increase
the order fill rates.
Lu et al. (2003) extend the setting of Song
and Yao (2002) to a multi product system,
where demand for each product arrives by a
batch Poisson process and a base stock policy
is used for component replenishment. They
also model replenishments as a set of M |G|∞
9
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queues and succeed in analytically deriving the
joint distribution of outstanding component orders, from which performance measures can be
obtained. This provides some insights in the
dependencies in an ATO system. In particular, if two components are only rarely part
of the same end product, the correlation in
the amount of outstanding orders of those two
components can be safely ignored and the replenishment queues can be treated as independent. In case of perfect demand coupling
(i.e. components are always ordered together),
the correlation is however not perfect. It then
depends on the lead time distributions. If two
lead times have the same distribution and parameter values, the correlation is 0.5. For deterministic lead times, the correlation becomes
smaller when the difference in lead time grows.
Clearly, correlation is perfect when lead times
are deterministic and equal.
Akcay and Xu (2004) consider a system with
deterministic lead times where demand for different products can be correlated in the same
period, but are i.i.d. between periods. A reward is received if an order is filled within
a fixed and possibly product-specific, timewindow. The objective is to maximize the
total expected rewards, while total inventory
cannot exceed a certain budget. Component allocation between periods is FCFS, but
that leaves the allocation between demands
of different product types in the same period
open. This problem is solved simultaneously
with the stock level optimization using a two
stage stochastic program with recourse: in the
first stage a decision is made about the base
stock levels, and then, given the realized demands, the allocation problem is solved for
each period. The latter is done by reducing
the formulation to a Multidimensional Knapsack Problem, which can be solved using existing methods. A heuristic allocation method is
also presented, to improve computational efficiency. The base stock problem is solved using
Sample Average Approximation.

2.1.2

Continuous Review ATO Systems

Continuous review ATO systems with multiple
end products are extensively studied in literature (Atan et al., 2016). Also, it is one of the

most complex ATO settings and finding the optimal solution, i.e. the optimal combination of
component allocation and inventory replenishment policy, is intractable in general. There
are however some special, small cases for which
optimal results have been presented. These include N-systems, M-systems, W-systems and
Nested systems, which all differ in terms of
their component commonality. It is clear that
methods developed for these systems exploit
their specific structures and are therefore not
easily generalized. There are however some
useful lessons to be learned.
Special cases. An N-system is an ATO system with two products and two components,
where one product consists of one component
and the other requires both. Lu et al. (2010)
studies this system, which they consider a special case of the W-system.
An M-system has three products and two
components. Two products use just one component (not the same one) and the third uses
both. Nadar et al. (2014) search for optimal
policies for this setting by modeling it as a
Markov Decision Problem. They show the
state space can be divided into ‘lattices’ and
find that a lattice-dependent base-stock and
lattice dependent rationing (LBLR) policy is
optimal cost-wise. This result holds for the
generalized M system, in which there can be
an arbitrary amount of individual products
(products that require a fixed amount of a
single component) in addition to one master
product that requires a multiple of all components. In the proposed policy, all components have a fixed order size equal to the amount
needed by the individual components. An order is placed when inventory is below the state
dependent base stock levels and a demand is
fulfilled if inventory is above the state dependent rationing level of that product. An interesting property of this optimal policy, is that
when a replenishment arrives for a component,
the optimal base stock levels of other components increases, just like their rationing levels.
Although the optimality does not hold for a
general ATO system, the intuition behind the
latter property could be useful in practice: a
demand or product requires several components and the volume of demand that can be
fulfilled is only as high as the lowest stock level
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of its components. Then, when a component
is replenished, the additional costs of lowering the chance of backorders or lost sales (and
thus the associated expected costs) decreases,
meaning it can suddenly become optimal to replenish even if this was not the case earlier. For
similar reasons, rationing levels of individual
products may rise as this now leads to an improved expected fill rate of the master product.
This raises questions, for example about what
the influence is of ignoring (minimum) order
sizes when determining stock levels. It implies
that assuming a base stock policy in the optimization procedure, and then compensating
for operational constraints, might lead to suboptimal results. This contradicts the view of
Song (2002) that assuming a base stock policy
keeps the focus on the availability-costs tradeoff without getting into operational issues.
A system with two products and three components of which one is used in both products
and the others are unique to one of the
products, is called a W-system. This system
has gained especially much attention lately,
e.g. by Doru et al. (2010) and Lu et al. (2010).
Lu et al. (2010) attempt to find optimal allocation policies, and Doru et al. (2010) also
use a Stochastic Programming formulation to
find suitable base stock levels. Their solution
is optimal when the cost structure is symmetric, and performs well for other instances of the
W-system. It exploits the W-structure to formulate a convex optimization problem, which
is not easily generalized to random ATO structures. The paper does however point out the
possible importance of the cost structure for
the accuracy of certain heuristics. Although
this cannot be influenced in practice, it might
give a rough idea of how well certain methods
will perform.
An ATO system has a nested structure if
the end products can be ordered so that each
products’ set of components is a subset of the
next end product’s components. See ElHafsi
(2009) for details.
Other researchers, e.g. Song and Zhao
(2009), study the effect of component commonality on performance under different allocation
policies. Since influencing commonality or determining whether to introduce common components is not the focus of this study, this will

not be discussed in detail.
General case. For the general continuous
review ATO system, the optimal replenishment
and allocation policies are not known and most
evaluation and optimization methods assume
FCFS allocation and base stock policies for
simplification. Song (1998) for example, derive
exact expressions for the order fill rate under
these assumptions, in a setting where every demand type requires a fixed set of components,
but in a random amount. A series of convolutions is used to accomplish this, making computation times grow fast with the size of the
problem. It is however more efficient than using the joint distribution of the net inventories
(Song, 1998).
For tractability, researchers resort to approximations and use bounds on the optimal solution to measure performance of those methods.
But those too, are often not scalable to realistic
size problems. Moreover, the bounds are often
not tight enough to be able to guarantee a high
accuracy of the approximations (Van Jaarsveld
and Scheller-wolf, 2015). Some interesting approaches will be discussed.
Lu et al. (2005) present a formulation for
minimizing the amount of backorders under a
budget constraint on safety stock investments.
The structure of their formulation allows it to
be solved exactly for some special cases, and
approximated by a greedy algorithm in general. They illustrate their results for a small
problem on which it performs well, but they
do not elaborate on the scalability of the approach in terms of accuracy or running times.
It is clear from this research, and Lu et al.
(2005) also state this themselves, that minimizing backorders under a budget constraint result
in an entirely different structure of the problem
than for example when minimizing inventory
and backorder costs or minimizing costs under fill rate constraints. This also means the
solution approach will be of a different kind.
Using a greedy heuristic when the problem has
a budget constraint is however a very intuitive
solution.
Hoen et al. (2011) consider a Partial Order Service setting, in which components that
are not available are considered lost component sales and are provided by emergency shipments, so that customer demand can still
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be fulfilled. This creates an independence
between the on-hand inventory levels of different components, so that calculating the order fill rate of a certain end product, only requires looking at the components used by that
product, instead of looking at all components.
This way, a problem can be decomposed into
several subproblems, representing subsets of
components. Like Song et al. (1999), Hoen
et al. (2011) use the notion of demand coupling
to account for the correlation between component demands. For each subproblem, the
component coupling factor is determined. This
value is high when a large proportion of the
component’s demand is for products requiring
a lot of components from the subproblem, and
coupling is low when its demand rarely occurs
simultaneously with other components in the
subproblem. A general coupling factor is then
determined by taking a weighted average of all
component coupling factors. Finally an approximation for the fill rate is calculated by
calculating the fill rate for the minimum and
maximum coupling cases and weighting them
by the general coupling factor. Using coupling factors is an intuitive solution for dealing
with the correlation in component demands.
It seems however that a lot of information is
lost by first aggregating the coupling factors
for each component with all other components
and then by taking the weighted average. It
might therefore be interesting to investigate
other ways of using this concept.
Zhou and Chao (2012) present a very simple
Stein-Chen approximation for the order fill rate
in an ATO system. This is a theory from probability and statistics that does the following in
an ATO setting. Let there be a Bernoulli random variable for each component, indicating
if the component is out-of-stock. Then if the
sum of all the variables corresponding to requested components by a demand is zero, the
order is can be fulfilled. The Stein-Chen approximation estimates this sum by a Poisson
random variable with the same mean, resulting in a very simple approximation of the order fill rate. This approach differs from other
research and is unique in its simplicity. Unfortunately, the method is less accurate when the
amount of components grows, and is therefore
not directly applicable in practice. The idea

of using a new random variable to estimate a
joint probability of several variables is however
very interesting and can be useful in an ATO
setting, given its complexity.
Van Jaarsveld and Scheller-wolf (2015) develop the first method that is scalable to hundreds of components and products. They use
a novel stochastic programming formulation
to minimize the total inventory and backorder
costs and solve using Sample Average Approximation (SAA). This is not a unique strategy,
as Akcay and Xu (2004) presents a similar approach, also in an ATO setting. Doru et al.
(2010) state that SAA is a common method
for solving SPs and call it ‘promising’, but
they also note that it can be slow to converge
and is not an exact procedure. Nevertheless,
Van Jaarsveld and Scheller-wolf (2015) show
that their algorithm solves an instance with
300 components and products within 1% of
the optimal in little over an hour. Such big
problem instances have not been solved in literature before. One of the main contributors
to the scalability is the use of indicator variables, one for each combination of component
and possible base stock level, which leads to
very strong LP relaxations.
Other efficient methods are presented by
Huang et al. (2014) and Horng and Yang
(2012). Horng and Yang (2012) formulate an
ATO problem as a combinatorial optimization
problem and present an Ordinal Optimizationbased Evolution Algorithm, a genetic algorithm, to solve it. The procedure of Huang
et al. (2014) also uses a genetic algorithm
to quickly find a good solution globally and
subsequently use a Simulated Annealing Algorithm to locally search for the optimum. In
their setting, a combination of (Q, r) and JustIn-Time replenishment strategies are used and
the algorithm determines what strategy should
be used for each component, as well as the order quantities and reorder points.
Concluding, even though the continuous
time ATO systems are very complex, and finding the optimal solution for a realistic case is intractable, some promising methods have been
developed recently. One could however argue
that the last two methods, based on genetic algorithms, lack some transparency and are unlikely to be adopted by companies very soon.
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2.2

Configure-to-Order
tems

Sys-

have a different basis to which options are added. It is unclear how scalable the solution is,
as the biggest problem it was tested on was a
case with 18 products and 17 components and
A configure-to-order system differs from a no run times were reported.
standard ATO system in the sense that there
Van Jaarsveld et al. (2015) present an opis not a predefined set of final products from
timization
model for an ATO system in a rewhich the customer can choose. Instead, the
customer configures its end product by select- pair shop that, for the first time, is scalable
ing the components it wants, potentially in any to thousands of end products and components.
quantity desired (Cheng et al., 2002). This In their setting, every product requires a small
introduces another uncertainty in component subset out of a set of 10 to 50 possible comdemand and makes it even harder to ensure ponents. The required spare parts that are
the availability of end products. Cheng et al. needed to fix a broken component are not fixed
(2002) proposes a method for a CTO system and the end products (the repairs) are in that
with periodic review and multiple demand or sense ‘configured to order’. They formulate
product families. Every such family uses a dis- an optimization problem to minimize costs untinct set of possible components. Furthermore, der end product availability constraints, to dethey assume the distributions of component termine optimal (s, S) replenishment policies.
and end product lead times (given there is no The problem’s integrality is relaxed and substockout) are known, as well as the distribution sequently it is efficiently solved using a column
of demands per period. Then they fix the re- generation approach. Finally, methods to obquired service level, which is the off-the-shelve tain near-optimal integer solutions from the
availability of all the components for a demand continuous solution are presented. The proand introduce a safety factor for each compon- cedure is shown to be both accurate and coment that determines the amount of safety stock. putationally efficient for the spare part case.
Finally they formulate a minimization prob- The used lower bound on the expected waiting
lem of the costs under the defined availability time, is based on the expected delay due to a
constraint. Taking the derivative of the Lag- single component. In case of multiple stockrangian and setting equal to zero leads to an, in outs, the bound is thus less accurate and this
general, intractable system of nonlinear equa- leads to the question whether the method still
tions. They do however consider the special performs well when considering a manufacturcase in which there is one unique component ing process with hundreds of components per
in each demand family, i.e. that component is product, so that the probability of simultannever used in any other demand family. In this eous stockouts is bigger.
Chen-Ritzo et al. (2010) consider the S&OP
case, all constraints of the problem are binding,
which allows Cheng et al. (2002) to simplify process of a CTO system. They assume that
the system of equation and subsequently solve sales targets are met exactly and thus that deit with a bisection algorithm. The method uses mand is deterministic over the demand planthe ISS assumption and approximates the lead ning horizon. This is actually a reasonable
time delay of the end product in case of a com- assumption, as demand plans of low-volume,
ponent stockout, but otherwise the procedure business-to-business manufacturers are often
is exact. It is however possible that the bisec- quite accurate through constant customer contion algorithm converges to a non-optimal solu- tact. They first develop a two stage stochastic
tion, but they claim the optimality gap in that program with recourse to determine the recase is negligible. For the general case, without quired component replenishment quantities for
unique components, a Greedy heuristic is used each period in the planning horizon and to
to approximate the optimal solution. The solu- solve the component allocation problem based
tion method of Cheng et al. (2002) is a very on these replenishments. Then they assume
clean one and the special case of there being to get feedback from the suppliers about their
one unique component per product family is capability in delivering the requested amount.
realistic, as you expect each product family to It is thus possible that a lower amount of com13
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ponents arrives than requested. The second
part of their optimization procedure then prescribes how to allocate the received components to the realized demands one period at
the time, to maximize the expected profit over
the planning horizon. Again this problem is
modeled as a two stage stochastic program
with recourse and both are solved using Sample
Average Approximation.
In a related work, Chen-Ritzo et al. (2011)
propose a rationing policy to solve the component allocation problem in a CTO system.
The policy suggests that products are available to promise if that would not cause any
of the required components’ inventory levels to
drop below a rationing threshold. Rationing
thresholds are determined using a two stage
stochastic program, which is again solved with
SAA.

2.3

Vendor Managed and
Consignment Inventory

A way to cope with the complexity of real life
ATO systems, that is widely used in practice, is
the use of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI).
VMI means that the supplier is responsible
for keeping the stock level at the site of the
assembler between a certain upper and lower
bound on which both parties have agreed. This
reduces the effort at the assembler’s side in
managing inventories, and gives the supplier
more flexibility and a way to reduce its finished
goods inventory costs. Often, the components
are owned by the supplier until they are removed from the warehouse for use by the manufacturer. The latter is called Consignment Inventory (CI), and the combination is referred
to as Vendor Managed Consignment Inventory
(VMCI) or Consignment and Vendor Managed
Inventory (C&VMI) in literature (see e.g. Gumus et al. (2008)). Sometimes CI is used as a
synonym for VMCI, but above definitions will
be used in this report.
Valentini and Zavanella (2003) describe
VMCI’s advantages and risks based on early
literature and a real life case at an Italian car
parts supplier (note: they refer to it as Consignment Stock, but describe that replenishments are made on initiative of the supplier).
They note the theoretical optimality of (s, S)

replenishment policies in traditional inventory
problems, but observe it does not take suppliers costs into account and does not exploit possible benefits of a collaboration between supplier and buyer. Existing research on such collaborations at that time on the other hand, resulted in complex calculations for order quantities (e.g. Hill (1997)). Valentini and Zavanella
(2003) state that VMCI can be used to exploit
the benefits of both strategies. They proceed
to analyze the policy in more detail. The inventory costs are split in physical holding costs
and financial costs, and the assumption is made
that the financial aspect is smaller at the supplier than at the buyer. This makes sense as
the buyer traditionally also pays for the profit
margin of the supplier, on top of the finished
goods value at the supplier. They show that
total costs are lower in this setting, which is
quite trivial as some costs are simply lower.
Furthermore they note that raising the USL
increases the service level, and that the LSL
can be used to buffer against uncertainty, while
still incurring similar or lower costs than under
a traditional agreement, meaning VMCI may
lead to higher service levels without increasing
costs. Interestingly, they claim the buyer benefits from a high LSL as it serves as a free buffer,
seemingly ignoring the fact that they incur the
physical holding costs. Finally some practical
issues are discussed, such as possible supplier
behavior, which may depend on the suppliers
Economic Production Quantity and the mode
of transportation between supplier and buyer:
long distances covered by ship will stimulate
the supplier to fill up inventory to the USL
when LSL is almost reached, while suppliers
closeby might choose to reduce their financial
holding costs by keeping inventory just above
the LSL and replenishing in small amounts. A
suggestion is made that the LSL can be estimated as it would be the safety stock of a ‘normal’ item. Intuitively this leads to a double
buffer as the supplier has to keep the stock
level above the LSL and thus this seems like
a very inefficient suggestion. A useful observation is finally made that the safety stock at
the supplier’s own warehouse may be part of
the agreement as this influences the decision
on LSL and USL levels.
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making in supply chains with consignment
agreements rather than cooperative strategies,
leading to game theoretical approaches such
as presented by Bylka (2013) and Fang et al.
(2008). Fang et al. (2008) propose a model
based on game theory to determine optimal
pricing schemes for Vendor Managed Consignment Inventory in an ATO setting. From their
model, several insights are presented. For example, that a supplier does not always benefit from decreasing their component costs or
lead times, or at least not from showing such
changes to the assembler. The manufacturer
does however, so he should provide some incentive for the supplier to do so. Furthermore, most benefits of a VMCI agreement are
for the assembler, according to Fang et al.
(2008). This is an intuitive result as suppliers
take on a part of the risks and costs of investing in and owning inventory. Since this study
is conducted from the perspective of a manufacturer, that is not a bad thing. However,
Chen and Wei (2010) conclude that a cooperation between supplier and manufacturer will
lead to lower system-wide costs and will result
in higher profits for both supplier and assembler, as opposed to a non-cooperative system in
which both parties attempt to maximize their
own profits.
Although they are less clear than for the assembler, there are also advantages for the supplier. Williams (2000) names six advantages of
VMI (not necessarily consignment).
• Improved customer service by receiving
timely information on customer’s inventory needs.
• Reduced demand uncertainty since the
supplier can monitor the inventory levels
themselves, preventing large unexpected
orders.
• Reduced inventory requirements: there
is less need to buffer against uncertainty
since the amount of inventory at the customer is known and also provides a buffer.
Basically this boils down to a reduction of
the bullwhip effect.
• Reduced costs from the possibility to reengineer and merge order fulfillment and distribution center activities.
• Improved customer retention: it becomes
very hard and costly for an assembler to

change suppliers when VMI is implemented.
• The need to forecast the customer’s demand vanishes.
Although all of these points seem valid benefits for the supplier, there is only one that
is worrisome for the assembler. The increased
costs of changing suppliers for the assembler
implies that the component price can be kept
high as competition is more or less eliminated.
Unlike the other points, this might cut directly
into the profits of the assembler. Also, this
points attention to the importance of agreeing on the details for phasing out a component
or switching suppliers. The assembler should
clearly attempt to have the excess stock send
back to the supplier in such a case, but it is
more common in practice that the manufacturer buys all remaining stock, which can lead
to high costs and thus a strong position of the
supplier in price negotiations.
Considering consignment agreements, Williams (2000) calculates that a supplier can cut
its carrying costs in half by using consignment
as opposed to keeping finished goods inventory
at its own location, because storage, handling,
insurance and obsolescence and shrinkage costs
are transferred to their customer, so that only
cost of capital and taxes remain. An interesting conclusion that can be drawn from this, is
that if indeed half of total carrying costs are
still for the assembler and half for the supplier,
then it seems that both parties have an interest
in decreasing inventory levels when possible.
Subsequently this means both parties benefit
from a transparent supply chain and should be
willing to exchange relevant information.
Gumus et al. (2008) investigate for what
parameter values CI and VMCI agreements are
‘efficient’, i.e. when the total costs would decrease and no party is worse off. They also
suggest benefit-sharing when an agreement is
inefficient, turning it to an efficient one. Closed
form expressions for costs of each party under
different agreements are presented.
Safety stock costs are incorporated in the
VMCI model of Braglia and Zavanella (2003)
by Braglia et al. (2014). The admissible
amount of stockouts is fixed and the stockout
probability is estimated using a logistic approximation of the cumulative standard normal dis-
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tribution. The function of total costs is then
minimized to within a specified distance of the
optimal.
Related to VMI and CI, is the more general
issue of reducing the total costs in the supply
chain by choosing suitable replenishment lot
sizes, which is called Joint Economic Lot Sizing (JELS). A comprehensive overview of JELS
literature is provided by Glock (2012). Hill
(1997) provides an early contribution among
these lines for a simple case with deterministic
demand and batch setup costs. Glock (2012)
further notes that only 7 out of 155 papers
investigate a setting with multiple suppliers,
which is remarkable as this seems like the most
relevant structure from the buyer’s perspective. An example is Jaber and Goyal (2008),
who consider a three-stage supply chain with
multiple suppliers, one vendor, and multiple
customers. A mathematical optimization procedure is presented to minimize the total cost
of the system. As this section specifically focuses on VMI and VMCI collaborations, this
broader topic is not further discussed.
It seems clear that a collaborative approach
is more valuable in most cases than it would
be when every party attempts to maximize its
own profits.

2.4

Discussion and Research
Gaps

In this section, the reviewed literature will be
more critically discussed and some opportunities for further research will be highlighted.
A topic that is barely discussed in current literature on ATO systems, is coordination of component replenishments. Coordination means that components that will be assembled together, should also arrive together.
If one component is earlier than the other, it
incurs unnecessary inventory costs. For simpler supply chains, for example serial systems,
this strategy is well-known. As noted before,
Rosling (1989) showed an assembly system
with a single product can be reduced to a serial
system and solved optimally with a balanced
base stock policy. For realistic ATO systems
with multiple products, it is not clear beforehand which components will be assembled together, making the problem significantly more

complex. It might however be possible to use
probabilities of components being ordered together to estimate which supply streams should
be balanced. Such issues, to the best of my
knowledge, have not been discussed in literature so far for a general ATO system, and research in that area might lead to interesting
insights.
One issue that has not been given any attention in ATO literature, is the presence of minimum order quantities and fixed order sizes in
practice. The lion’s share of research sticks to
base stock policies. This is partly for simplicity
and partly because order sizes are considered
an operational issue and the focus should be on
a higher level tradeoff between inventory costs
and service levels (Song and Yao, 2002). No
argument is made however, that order sizes do
not influence that high level tradeoff. Especially in an ATO setting, where service levels
depend on the availability of multiple components, a different distribution of on-hand inventory of one component due to an MOQ, can
result in a change in optimal stock levels of
other components. It therefore seems superficial to ignore this completely, considering that
real life manufacturers are very likely to have
some suppliers who use MOQs. A model incorporating MOQs would therefore be a valuable contribution to current literature, even if
it only serves to verify if such issues can indeed
be ignored. Van Jaarsveld et al. (2015) present
a method to determine optimal (s, S) policies,
which is more general than using base stock
policies only. With additional constraints on
the distance between the reorder and order-upto level, the presented method might allow for
easy implementation of MOQs and fixed order
sizes.
It is clear that CTO systems are even more
complex than ATO systems with fixed BOMs.
The additional uncertainty makes it very involved to find (approximations of) relevant
probabilities such as order fill rates or expected number of backorders. Moreover, the total
variability in the system becomes significantly
larger. Interestingly, current research on ATO
and CTO systems has been mostly limited
to assuming Poisson demand streams, which
incurs a lot of variability even without any
component uncertainty. In practice, manufac-
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turers usually have S&OP processes in place,
so that volatile demand streams are translated to a much more steady production planning. Moreover, capacities at a factory are
not changed within an instant. Increasing production volumes requires hiring additional staff
and possibly machinery, which is planned way
in advance. Peaks in customer demand do
therefore not immediately cause a peak in material demand, as is implied by using Poisson arrivals as direct input for an inventory
model. More realistically, the customer lead
time would become larger. Chen-Ritzo et al.
(2010) state that in practice, demand uncertainty is accounted for at the start of the S&OP
process using a combination of quantitative
methods and expert judgement, resulting in a
set of point sales forecasts, which are then assumed to be deterministic. This thus seems
realistic as the production planning and capacity is adjusted according to this demand
plan. They also note that capturing demand
uncertainty in a probability distribution is often not very accurate. ”The reasons for this include the changing competitive landscape, nonstationary demand, the inability to record lost
sales and the challenge of quantifying expert
opinion” (Chen-Ritzo et al., 2010). Order configurations on the other hand, can be accurately estimated based on historic data, they
claim. This validates an approach focused on
order configuration uncertainty, while assuming low or no uncertainty in total product demand. Especially in a CTO setting, this can
be a good way to reduce the total variability in
the system, as the main source of uncertainty
results from the optionality of components, not
from variability in demand volumes.

of the end product fill rate and thus to an upper
bound on the optimal (base) stock levels. Van
Jaarsveld and Scheller-wolf (2015) show that
the assumption has good performance when
the newsvendor fractiles are high (i.e., when
cost of underage is relatively high compared
to cost of overage), and that its performance
gets worse if the news-vendor fractiles decrease.
This effect is even stronger when demand during lead time is correlated for different components. They find optimality gaps ranging from
0.1% to 30%. ISS is a common assumption
in ATO literature (e.g. Cheng et al. (2002);
Kapuscinski et al. (2004); Van Jaarsveld et al.
(2015); Van Jaarsveld and Scheller-wolf (2015)
and others), and multiple studies such as Van
Jaarsveld and Scheller-wolf (2015) investigate
the effects of the assumption. There seems
to be a consensus that using ISS is likely to
lead to suboptimal results, but still is a reasonable assumption in most cases. Kapuscinski
et al. (2004), for example, claims that service
levels are usually fairly high, so that stockouts
of multiple components simultaneously is rare.
Cheng et al. (2002) on the other hand, find
solutions with up to 15% lower costs than under the ISS assumption. Clearly, the effect of
the assumption depends on the service levels of
the individual components, since the probability of simultaneous stockouts are exponentially
reduced when individual stockout probabilities decrease. Another factor that intuitively
has an influence on the performance of ISS,
that seems to be ignored in current research,
is the amount of components that is required
by an end product. For a PC manufacturer,
where in the order of ten or twenty components are used to assemble a PC, the chance of
simultaneous stockouts is indeed small. In the
assembly of large high tech machines such as
lithography machines or medical devices however, hundreds or even thousands of components are used to assemble a product. One
would expect the probability of multiple components stocking out to be larger in such a case.
Most importantly, this asks for an evaluation of
the ISS performance for problems of this type,
to verify if this if previous conclusions about
ISS still hold.

Some of the papers discussed in this chapter,
make use of the ISS assumption. Ignoring Simultaneous Stock-outs (ISS) is a heuristic used
to increase the tractability of problems. It assumes that every time a requested component
is out of stock, this leads to an unfulfilled end
product demand. At the same time, this means
every product level stockout is caused by one
missing component. In practice, it can be the
case that multiple component stockouts occur
for the same end product, leading to only one
Also, since demand for components is exdelayed customer order or lost sale. This assumption clearly leads to an underestimation tremely correlated in ATO and CTO systems,
17
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one would expect multiple simultaneous stockouts to occur relatively frequently compared to
isolated ones. Even more so when the replenishment arrivals are coordinated. This asks
for methods that take the dependencies in a
system into account, e.g. by using demand
coupling factors or correlation coefficients, that
are also scalable to industrial sized systems.
De Kok and Visschers (1999) and De Kok
(2003) use yet another approach. They emphasize that exact fill rate probabilities for
general ATO systems are computationally intractable and explore problems with specific
structures that allow for accurate and efficient
approximation of performance measures and
optimal policies. Although these approximations thus require some special structures, it
is stated that many classical ATO problems
like the one at Philips actually approach these
structures since the products are build around
some key, high tech, components with long
lead times. This makes it interesting to investigate whether using such approximations
are more accurate than using approximations
based on other assumptions like the ISS assumption or the independence of component
inventory levels. Also, an interesting option
would be to attempt to generalize this approach to even better resemble the real life systems. Then, concerning the use of VMI and
VMCI agreements. Quite some research has
been dedicated to optimizing the total supply chain costs under these contracts. However, the focus has either been on a simple
single vendor, single buyer setting, or settings
with multiple buyers. Only a few papers included multiple suppliers (Glock, 2012), which
is the most relevant case for a manufacturer.
Moreover, papers often take a true helicopter
view and assume all parameters are known of
all parties to minimize the total costs in the
system. However interesting in theory, it seems
unlikely that all relevant information is known
or can be obtained from possibly hundreds of
suppliers. This makes such an approach hardly
usable in practice. Most researchers do however agree that a collaborative approach can
lead to profit for all parties, in contrast to
non-collaborative ones. The latter often result in game theoretical frameworks, e.g. to determine the optimal production batch quant-

ity for the supplier and order size for the buyer
(Bylka, 2013), or to determine component pricing schemes to stimulate suppliers to deliver
a sufficient but not excessive amount of components (Fang et al., 2008). Although interesting approaches on their own, they do not
provide guidance for a manufacturer that has
contracts in place with fixed component prices,
where the supplier can deliver the quantities it
desires as long as the inventory level remains
between agreed upon lower and upper limits.
Even if prices are not fixed, it is more likely
that the supplier is the one that determines
the prices they want for their products than
the buyer. And concerning the production and
deliver quantities, the main idea of VMI is to
give the supplier freedom in determining these,
meaning they are not a decision for the manufacturer to make. Hence, such approaches do
not help a manufacturer as considered in this
study to deal with the dynamics of inventory
under these arrangements.
Although possible supplier behavior under
VMI/VMCI has been discussed, for example
by Valentini and Zavanella (2003), there is no
clear prescription of how to quantify or otherwise deal with such behavior and how it influences important decisions such as the upper and lower stock limits. The use of a positive lower stock limit, while the supplier is
supposed to keep the on-hand inventory above
that level at all times, is on its own illogical
in theory, though understandable in practice.
An interesting research direction would thus be
to analyze supplier behavior under these agreements and find ways to compensate for them
in inventory models. In ATO/CTO systems
with multiple suppliers, where performance depends on the simultaneous availability of components, making smart decisions about stock
limits is even crucial to minimize costs for the
assembler (and perhaps simultaneously for the
suppliers). Alternatively, one could take the
assembler’s perspective and, without assuming a completely transparent supply chain, attempt to minimize total costs in the system.
Finally, it would be very relevant to combine
findings in this area with traditional inventory
management techniques, to simultaneously optimize stock levels of items under VM(C)I and
items bought on purchase orders.
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Part I

Finding optimal component
replenishment policies
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Chapter 3

Model
In this chapter, the main theoretical result of
the first part of the thesis is presented. In Section 3.1, the model is introduced in line with
the actual situation at Philips. Section 3.2
discusses how to compute the component demand distributions resulting from this model
and derives expressions for the fill rate. Then,
in Section 3.3, a mathematical program is formulated and subsequently solved using both a
Lagrangian Relaxation approach and a Greedy
Algorithm.

3.1

Model Introduction

First, the basic model will be described and the
notation will be introduced.
The following important assumptions are made
in this model:
1. Review is periodic
2. Component leadtimes lj are deterministic
3. There are no fixed order costs or other economies of scale
4. Orders are filled in a FCFS manner
5. In case of a shortage components are allocated randomly to demands that have
arrived simultaneously
Assumption 4 states that demand from previous periods always has priority over new demands. Since review is periodic, and thus demand arrives in a batch each period, it is possible that some component’s inventory is too
low to satisfy all demand, but enough to satisfy part of it. In that case (assumption 5), all
demands are assumed to have equal probability
that the component is allocated to it, whether
this leads to fulfillment of the demand or not.
Although this is not optimal in terms of the
overall fill rate, it is realistic, since in practice
there are countless (operational and tactical)
reasons certain allocation decisions are made

that are not easily caught in a model.
The model is a periodic review model, since
this best reflects the actual sequence of events
at Philips IGT Systems. Every period represents a day and includes the following activities:
1. In the morning scheduled production orders for that day are reviewed, i.e. checked
for material feasibility, and released if all
material is available.
2. During the rest of the day:
• Component replenishments arrive at
the warehouse.
• Purchase orders for components are
placed if necessary.
Assumptions 2 and 3 are both relaxed later
on, so that the model works under very general conditions. In particular, in Appendix A
it is shown how the model is easily extended to
include stochastic leadtimes. Chapter 4 is dedicated to including economies of scale, which is
more involved.
The following notation is used throughout
this paper:
• I : the set of product types
• J : the set of components
• i ∈ I : product type i
• j ∈ J : component j
• Ij ⊆ I : the subset of products that possibly use component j
• J i ⊆ J : the subset of components that
are possibly used by products of type i
• hj : yearly holding costs per unit of j
• cj : the purchase price of component j
• Ij : on-hand inventory level of j
• D : a random variable denoting total demand (i.e. number of production orders)
in each period
• sj : the base stock level of j
• lj : the deterministic leadtime of component j
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Hence, D is a discrete random variable with
known probability mass function (pmf), denoting the total system-level demand in a period.
Every such demand is then a Multinomial with
probabilities pi of being of product type i,
∀i ∈ I. Every type i demand subsequently has
probability pijq of requiring q units of component j.
The probabilities pi and pijq are assumed to
be known. In case of Philips, monthly S&OP
cycles ensure that an accurate forecast of the
product mix in the coming months is available at all times. Short term planning is however more volatile and thus the variability from
the Multinomial distribution is realistic. The
pijq ’s are estimated from historic order configurations and realized (but not scheduled) demands. This demand model is translated to
component level demand distributions and fill
rates in the following section.

3.2

Evaluation

ability mass function is given by,
X
P(Dj = q | D = 1) =
pijq pi ,

∀j (3.1)

i∈Ij

Denote by fj1 (q) the probability mass function
as described by Equation (3.1) and similarly
let fjd denote the pmf when D = d. Then,
convolution of fj1 and fjd gives fjd+1 . This
is convenient, as fj1 has only as many entries
as the highest quantity that j can occur in a
single demand, q max . Since the components in
CTO systems are subassemblies, q max is usually small. Hence, by recursively computing
the convolution of fj1 with the current probability vector, fjd can be efficiently computed for
any reasonable d.
Note however that fjd is equal to the probability mass function of j only when overall
demand is deterministic: D ≡ d. In case of
stochastic demand, the distribution of D has
to be taken into account. Algorithm 3.1 describes a general algorithm to efficiently find
the single period pmf of all components, also
when overall demand is stochastic.

First, the component demand is derived in Section 3.2.1, after which this is translated to the Algorithm 3.1 Construction of component
product level fill rate for a given replenishment probability mass functions
policy in Section 3.2.2.
1: Consider component j, with pmf of single
period demand fj , and fjd the pmf given
D = d.
3.2.1 Demand
2: Let Q be a matrix with rows q = 0, ..., q max
and columns i ∈ Ij , where entry Qiq deThe introduced model has three layers of
notes the probability that a single type i
stochastic uncertainty: the amount of systems
demand requires q units of j. Denote by
to be produced, the product mix, and orpi the vector of probabilities that an arbitder configuration. Naive expressions for the
rary demand is of type i, ∀i ∈ Ij .
component demand Dj require calculating the
3:
fj1 = Qpi
probabilities of all possible outcomes over these
three layers, which is computationally expens- 4: fj := fj1 P(D = 1).
ive. In particular, for larger D, the number 5: fj (0) ← fj (0) + P(D = 0)
of possible product mixes increases very fast 6: for d = 2 to Dmax do
7:
fjd ← convolute(fj1 , fjd−1 )
leading to long run times.
In this section, an efficient method is presen- 8: for x ∈ Domain(fjd ) do
ted to calculate these distributions exactly.
9:
fj (x) ← fj (x) + P(D = d)fjd (x)
10:
end for
11: end for
3.2.1.1 Efficient computation of component demand distributions
Where the domain of fjd is the set of all posThis section shows how the component demand sible input values, e.g. for fj1 the domain is
distributions can efficiently be computed by re- x = 0, 1, ..., q max . The convolute function in
cursion on D. Suppose the total demand in a Algorithm 3.1 is the standard discrete convoluperiod D = 1. Then the corresponding prob- tion as described in Algorithm 3.2. To obtain
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Algorithm 3.2 Discrete convolution
1: Let f 1 (x) and f 2 (x) be discrete functions
with integer input
2: for all x1 , x2 : x1 ∈ Dom(f 1 ), x2 ∈
Dom(f 2 ) do
3:
f 3 (x1 +x2 ) ← f 3 (x1 +x2 )+f 1 (x1 )f 2 (x2 )
4: end for
5: f 3 is the convolution of f 1 and f 2

From the distribution of the on-hand inventory, the expected component fill rate can subsequently be determined. First consider the
probability that all demand for j in a period
can be satisfied.
Fjall = P(Ij ≥ Dj )

(3.6)

Note that the single period demand Dj is at
most q max Dmax , as every demand requires at
most q max units of component j. Hence the
the leadtime pmf fj,l of component j, a sim- probability that all demand for j in a period
ilar procedure can be followed starting with can be filled is given by,
the single period pmf and recursively adding
q max
Dmax
X
all
periods until the leadtime is reached. When Fj (sj ) =
P(Dj = xj )P(DjL ≤ sj −xj )
leadtimes are deterministic, the full recursion
xj =0
is as follows.
(3.7)
This can be adjusted to represent the probfj,t+1 = convolute(fj,1 , fj,t )
(3.2) ability of an arbitrary component j demand
to be filled from the shelve. Remember that
Computational efficiency, in particular for it is assumed that components are allocated
longer leadtimes, can be further improved by randomly. Then, the partial fulfillment of deconvolution of the most recent fj,t with itself to mands should be added to the equation above
obtain fj,2t at each step. This way O(log2 (lj )) to obtain the required fill rate. So, in case of
convolutions are needed instead of O(lj ). Ap- a shortage, the arriving demand is filled with
pendix A shows how lead time variability can probability Ij (t) < 1. Also, once a demand arDj (t)
be incorporated in the model by a small ad- rives, we know that D (t) 6= 0. Hence the pmf
j
justment to this recursion.
of demand in that period should be adjusted
to account for this, i.e. P(Dj (t) = xj |Dj (t) >
P(Dj =xj )
3.2.2 Performance Evaluation
0) = 1−P(D
. Then the fill rate is given by,
j =0)
q max
Dmax
Now that the distribution of component deX
P(Dj = xj ) 
mand per period and during leadtime are Fj (sj ) =
P(DjL ≤ sj − xj )
1 − P(Dj = 0)
xj =1
known, the component fill rate can be derived.
xj −1
Let Dj (t) be a random variable representing

X k
component j’s demand in period t. As there
+
P(DjL = sj − k)
xj
are no economies of scale, a base stock policy
k=0
(3.8)
is optimal, so let sj be the base stock level of j.
which
requires
computing
the
pmf
and
cmf
of
The on-hand inventory at the start of period t
the leadtime demand as shown in Section 3.2.1.
is then given by,
So Fj represents the probability that componIj (t) = sj − Dj (t − lj , t]
(3.3) ent j is available when an arbitrary component demand from an arbitrary product type arAs demand is stationary, the leadtime demand rives. Then, let Fji denote the probability that
is independent of t and can hence be written an arbitrary type i’s demand for component j
as DjL , of which the pmf is given by fj,l . This can be filled from the shelve, i.e. the probability that a type i order is not delayed because
leads to,
of a component j shortage. This probability
P(Ij = xj ) = P(sj −DjL = xj ) = P(DjL = sj −xj ) is equal to the chance that q units of j are re(3.4) quested and all q are filled from the shelve:
max
and similarly,
qX
i
Fj (sj ) =
pijq Fj (sj )q
(3.9)
L
P(Ij ≥ xj ) = P(Dj ≤ sj − xj )
(3.5)
q=0
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The probability that a product level demand
of type i is completely filled from the shelve
can then be computed as the product of these
probabilities for all j ∈ J i , i.e.
Y
Fi =
Fji (sj )
(3.10)
j∈J i

Note however, that this is an approximation,
as it implies that the component fill rates are
independent of each other, which is not the
case because of the simultaneous arrivals of
component demands. Whether this approximation is accurate, depends on the level of
correlation between component (lead time) demands. When correlations are low and component demands appear to arrive independently of each other, the inventory levels and
availability of components also behave independently and the approximation should be accurate. When strong correlations exist, the approximation may perform bad since there is no
independent behavior. In Section 6.3 this assumption and the alternatives are discussed in
more detail and a simulation study shows that
the approximation works quite well.

Where the steady state inventory level of j, Ij ,
depends on the chosen base stock level sj , as
discussed in the previous section. (x)+ denotes
the positive part of x.
E[(Ij (sj ))+ ] = E[(sj − DjL )+ ]

(3.12)

Including the negative part of Ij (sj ) enables
easy computation and is almost equal when the
amount of backorders is small, which is the case
for any reasonable solution. 3.12 then reduces
to,
E[(Ij (sj ))+ ] = sj − E[DjL ]
(3.13)
where E[DjL ] is constant and can easily be obtained from its pmf as constructed before. In
particular,
E[DjL ]

= E[D]lj

X
i∈Ij

p

i

max
qX

qpijq

(3.14)

q=1

P
Let H = j∈J hj E[DjL ], be the sum over these
constant factors multiplied by the associated
holding costs, which is also constant. Then,
the cost function becomes:
X
C(s) =
hj sj − H
(3.15)
j∈J

3.3
3.3.1

To fix the fill rates of each product, let αi be
the maximum allowed stockout probability of
a product i demand. Then the main set of
constraints is given by,

Optimization
Problem Formulation

Using the developed expressions so far, the optimization problem can be formulated. In real
life manufacturing settings, the cost of stockout is generally high compared to the inventory costs. When production is stopped due to
a stockout, this incurs costs for personnel that
cannot continue working, capital goods that remain idle, as well as possible lost sales due to
increasing leadtimes. It therefore makes sense
to fix the availability or fill rate of demand
and attempt to achieve the specified performance at lowest cost possible. Hence, the objective will be to minimize costs, while constraints
guarantee the product fill rates.
Since for now, it is assumed that there are
no economies of scale, the costs consist solely
of inventory holding costs. Let hj denote the
yearly costs of holding one unit of component
j. The cost function then becomes,
X
C(s) =
hj E[(Ij (sj ))+ ]
(3.11)
j∈J

F i ≥ 1 − αi ,
∀i
(3.16)
Q
Note that, as F i = j∈J i Fji ≥ 1 − αi , this
requires Fji to be at least 1 − αi in any feasible
solution. So,
Fji ≥ 1 − αi ,

∀i ∈ Ij

and since Fji ≤ pij0 + (1 − pij0 )Fj ,
pij0 + (1 − pij0 )Fj ≥ 1 − αi ,

∀i ∈ Ij

(1 − pij0 )Fj ≥ 1 − αi − pij0 ,
1 − αi − pij0
Fj ≥
,
1 − pij0
αi
Fj ≥ 1 −
,
1 − pij0

∀i ∈ Ij
∀i ∈ Ij
∀i ∈ Ij

Hence, a lower bound on sj for any feasible
solution of the problem is given by,
αi
slb
, ∀i ∈ Ij }
j = argmin{sj : Fj (sj ) ≥ 1−
1 − pij0
sj
(3.17)
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For ease of exposition, let Θijs = log(Fji (s)).
An upper bound on the optimal s∗j is given by
the maximum values of production capacity, Then the final formulation of the main problem
is reached:
leadtime, and quantity of j per order,
max max max
sub
D
q
,
j = Lj

∀j ∈ J

(3.18)

sub

Now introduce a decision variable for each com- (P ) Min
x
bination of component and possible base stock
policy, i.e. introduce xjs , so that,
(
s.t.
1, if sj = s
xjs =
(3.19)
0, otherwise

j
m X
X

hj sxjs − H

j=1 s=slb
j

sub
j

X X

Θijs xjs ≥ log(1 − αi ), ∀i ∈ I

j∈J i s=slb
j
sub

j
X

Then, the optimization problem can be formulated as follows.
sub

Min
x

j
m X
X

xjs = 1,

xjs ≥ 0,

hj sxjs − H

j=1 s=slb

∀j ∈ J .

s=slb
j

xjs integer,

∀j, s

This problem is solved in the following sections.

j

sub
j

s.t.

Y X
j∈J i

Fji (s)xjs ≥ 1 − αi ,

3.3.2

∀i ∈ I

s=slb
j

sub
j

X

xjs = 1,

∀j ∈ J

s=slb
j

xjs ≥ 0,

xjs integer,

∀j, s

Because of the product in the first constraint
and the integer requirement, this is a MixedInteger Nonlinear Program, which is intractable in general. To linearize it, the logarithm
is taken of both sides of the product form constraint. As, log(ab) = log(a) + log(b), this
changes the product into a summation, with
the logarithm inside.

Lagrangian Relaxation

It is now shown how Lagrangian Relaxation
can be used to find tight lower bounds on the
optimal solution and to identify near-optimal
solutions to (P ). It will be shown that relaxing
the first constraint set leads to a convenient
Lagrangian Dual Problem that can be solved
efficiently.
Lagrangian Relaxation is a method introduced by Everett (1963), that enables solving
complex linear (integer) programs, by relaxing
a subset of the constraints. Consider a standard linear program:
(LP )

sub
j

Y X

Min cT x
x

s.t.
Fji (s)xjs

≥ 1 − αi

Ax ≤ b

(3.20)

Then, the idea is to relax a part of the constraint matrix A so that an easy to solve probsub
j
lem remains. The relaxed constraints are adX

X
i
log
Fj (s)xjs ≥ log(1 − αi ) (3.21) ded to the objective function with non-negative
weights λ. This way, the constraints may be
j∈J i
s=slb
j
violated in the relaxed problem, but at addiSince we know that in every feasible integer
tional costs. Suppose A1 represents the more
solution, only one xjs = 1 for every j and the
difficult to solve constraints and A2 the easier
rest is zero, this can be further simplified to:
ones, then the relaxed problem has the followsub
ing form.
j
X X
i
log(Fj (s)xjs ) ≥ log(1 − αi ) (3.22)
(LP R) Min cT x + λ(b − A1 x)
j∈J i s=slb
j∈J i s=slb
j

x

j

s.t.

sub
j

X X
j∈J i s=slb
j

log(Fji (s))xjs ≥ log(1 − αi ) (3.23)

A2 x ≤ b

Note that the penalty becomes a reward when
the constraint is met strictly. This makes sure
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that for given λ, the optimal solution to (LP R) Relaxing the first constraint set gives the folis always smaller than the optimal solution to lowing Lagrangian function,
the original problem (LP ). To see this, let x̄
L(x, λ) = hT x + λT (b − Ax)
(3.25)
be the optimal solution to (LP R) and x∗ to
(LP ). Then,
and the relaxed problem.
cT x∗ ≥ cT x∗ +λT (b−Ax∗ ) ≥ cT x̄+λT (b−Ax̄)
(3.24)
The first inequality holds because the optimal
solution to (LP ) is feasible and thus (b−Ax) ≤
0. The second inequality follows from x̄ being
the optimal solution to (LP R), so that its objective value is smaller than for any other x.
This means maximizing the relaxed problem
improves the lower bound on the optimal solution. This maximization problem is called the
Lagrangian Dual (LD) and involves repeatedly
solving the relaxed problem for a given λ. An
important property of (LD) is that it is concave by definition, enabling efficient optimization. For more details see Everett (1963).
It will now be shown how problem (P ),
as formulated in the previous section, can be
relaxed to obtain an efficiently solvable dual
problem, and subsequently how near-optimal
solutions to the primal problem can be obtained.
3.3.2.1

Formulating the Lagrangian

Consider the original problem (P ). Construct
matrix A with entry Θijs at the i’th row and
in
belonging to xjs . So, there are
P the column
ub − slb + 1 columns in A, equal to
s
j
j∈J j
the amount of decision variables xjs . Then,
define b as the vector of target fill rates for all
products, i.e. with entries log(1 − αi ), and h
as a vector of hjs for all combinations of j and
s.
Omitting the constant in the objective function then leads to the following reformulation
of (P ):

(P R)

Min hT x + λT (b − Ax)
x

sub

j
X

s.t.

xjs = 1,

∀j ∈ J

s=slb
j

xjs ≥ 0,

xjs integer,

∀js

where λ is the vector of λi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, the Lagrangian Multipliers, which can be interpreted
as penalty costs for violating the the fill rate
constraint of product i.
As noted, maximizing the optimal solution
to (P R) over λ will result in a tighter lower
bound to the optimal solution of the original
problem. Therefore, the Lagrangian Dual
Problem is introduced:
(LD)

Max P R(λ)
λ

s.t

λ≥0

Where P R(λ) is the optimal value of (P R)
given λ. So maximizing the lower bound requires repeatedly solving (P R) for some λ. The
structure of the problem enables this to be
done efficiently as follows.
Because a decision variable was introduced
for every combination of component and possible base stock level, relaxing the problem reduces the constraint set to a ‘multiple choice’
requirement, i.e. for every j = 1, ..., m there
is a disjoint set of variables xjs of which one
should be chosen to be 1, while the rest equals
zero. For given λs, this means the optimal x̄
can be found by inspection. Let Ajs be the
column of A belonging to xjs . Then, for every
j, simply choose the xjs for which hjs − λT Ajs
is smallest:
s∗j (λ) = argmin{hTjs − λT Ajs },

∀j (3.26)

s

(P 0 )

This leaves us with finding good multipliers
λ that solve (LD) as good as possible.

Min hT x
x

s.t.

Ax ≥ b
3.3.2.2

sub

j
X

xjs = 1,

∀j ∈ J

s=slb
j

xjs ≥ 0,

xjs integer,

∀js

The Pricing Problem

As noted before, the Lagrangian Dual problem
(LD) is in general concave in λ. Also, an optimal solution is reached if P R(λ) = P 0 (λ, x).
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The latter requires λT (b − Ax) = 0 and thus
b = Ax. Strong duality does however not necessarily hold and is even unlikely to hold for
realistic problems, so it is uncertain whether
such a solution exists. Since the (LD) is a maximization problem of a concave function, it can
be solved (near-)optimally using a subgradient
algorithm.
In short, subgradient methods were designed
to solve large scale mathematical programs
that involve maximizing a concave (or minimizing convex), possibly non-differential objective
function. This is done by finding some subgradient at each iteration and moving one step
in that direction. Note that a direction d is a
subgradient of f at x if:
f (y) − f (x) ≤ d · (y − x)

(3.27)

where d · (y − x) denotes the dot product. The
method has close similarity with the steepest
ascent method, but suggests not to find all subgradients and select the one of steepest ascent,
but rather to find just a single subgradient to
reduce computational effort. At each iteration
k, such a direction dk is found and the solution
is updated:
x(k+1) = x(k) + t(k) d(k)

k. λ can thus be updated in direction dk using
step size t(k) :
λ(k+1) = λ(k) + t(k) d(k)

(3.31)

Since step sizes satisfying Equation (3.29) tend
to be slow to converge, another method is proposed, which only requires to choose some large
enough initial step size. Let δ be the initial step
size, i.e. t(0) = δ. Then at each iteration, multiply the step size by some factor 0.5 < υ < 1.
Note that υ < 1 is required for the solution to
converge. Algorithm 3.3 describes the entire
procedure.
Algorithm 3.3 Pricing problem: subgradient
method
1: Initialize λi := 0, ∀i
2: ε some small number
3: initial stepsize δ some big number
4: Convergence factor 0.5 < υ < 1
5: t(0) = δ
6: k := 1
7: while t(k) > ε do
8:
Let x̄ be the optimal solution to P R(λ)
b−Ax̄
9:
Let d(k) = ||b−Ax̄||
t(k) ← υt(k−1)
11:
λ ← λ + t(k) d(k)
12:
k ←k+1
13: end while

10:

(3.28)

where t(k) is the step size at iteration k. Different sequences of step sizes have been proposed
The algorithm starts with all λs zero. In
and have been proved to converge. The most
each
iteration the subproblem is solved and λ
general results is that any sequence satisfying
is updated in direction d. The step size is then
∞
X
reduced by multiplication with some factor
lim t(k) = 0,
t(k) = ∞
(3.29) 0.5 < υ < 1. Termination occurs when the
k→∞
j=0
step size is smaller than a specified small numwill converge to the optimum. See Held et al. ber . This number should be small enough so
(1974) for a more elaborate introduction and that the solution will not change significantly
discussion of subgradient optimization meth- anymore if the algorithm would be continued.
Note that because υ > 0.5, any solution that
ods and convergence rates for different step
is
reached at some iteration, can be reached
sizes.
again
after taking a step in some direction.
Observe that for any solution x̄ to the subproblem (P R), a subgradient for (LD) is given This is important to prevent the algorithm
by the coefficient of λ, which is b − Ax̄. Let, from ‘missing’ the (near-)optimal solution.
d=

b − Ax̄
||b − Ax̄||

(3.30)

Lemma 1. Let 0.5 < υ < 1 and λ(k) some
(initial or intermediate) solution. Then λ(k)
can be reached again after the next iteration.

where || · || is the Euclidean Norm, which is
equal to the length of the vector. Then d(k) is a Proof. At iteration k + 1, the solution is upnormalized subgradient vector of λ at iteration dated in some direction d(k+1) with step size
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t(k+1) , i.e. λ(k+1) ← λ(k) + t(k+1) d(k+1) . Suppose the optimal solution is approximately
λ(k) , then repeatedly taking steps in direction
−d(k+1) results in
λ

(∞)

=λ

(k)

+t

(k+1) (k+1)

d

−d

(k+1)

∞
X

t(r)

r=k+2

= λ(k) + t(k+1) d(k+1) − d(k+1) t(k+1)

∞
X

υr

r=1
(k)

<λ

where the last inequality holds because
∞
X

υr > 1

r=1

which in turn hold because
υ > 0.5.

P∞

r=1 0.5

r

= 1 and

This observation leads to the following.
Lemma 2. Algorithm 3.3 will converge towards the optimal solution λ∗ if
||λ∗ − λ(0) || ≤ lim δ
k→∞

∞
X

υk

(3.32)

k=0

Proof. Proof follows immediately from
Lemma 1 and the observation that the maximum distance that can be reached
the
P∞ from
k
initial λ vector is given by lim k=0 υ times
k→∞

the initial step size δ.
From Lemma 2 it follows that given some
convergence factor 0.5 < υ < 1, all that is
required to find a solution somewhere near the
optimal is choosing a large enough initial step
size δ.
Note that Algorithm 3.3 is not guaranteed to
result in a primal feasible solution, as it seeks
to approach Ax = b but does not restrict on
which side to end. Moreover, the fill rates of
each product are not only influenced by its own
λi but by the others as well, due to the commonality of components. Algorithm 3.4 shows
how to obtain good, primal feasible solutions
from the solution obtained by the subgradient
method. To ensure primal feasibility, the obtained λi s for which (Ax − b)i < 0 can only
be increased or stay the same if raising other
λs leads to the constraint being met. The obtained λ vector from the subgradient method

is used as a lower bound on the final solution.
For all constraints that are violated in the current solution, the corresponding λi is raised in
such a way that the constraint is met as tight as
possible. Algorithm 3.4 shows how this is done
by choosing a high upper bound M and then
recursively cutting the search range in half by
raising the lower bound or reducing the upper
bound.
Algorithm 3.4 Pricing problem: obtaining a
feasible solution
1: Let x̄, λ̄ be the solution from Algorithm
3.3
2: Let ε be some small number, M some big
number
3: Let d = b − Ax̄
4: for i ∈ I do
5:
if di > 0 then
6:
λup := M
7:
λlow := λ̄i
8:
while λup − λlow > ε do
up
low
9:
λ̄i ← λ +λ
2
10:
Solve P R(λ), denote by x̄ the solution
11:
d = Ax̄ − b
12:
if di ≥ 0 then
13:
λup ← λ̄i
14:
else
15:
λlow ← λ̄i
16:
end if
17:
end while
18:
λ̄i ← λup
19:
end if
20: end for
Lemma 3. Executing Algorithm 3.3 and then
3.4 results in a primal feasible solution when
M is sufficiently large.
Proof. In any case, Algorithm 3.3 returns a
solution x̄, λ̄. Let d = b − Ax̄. Then for
each di ∈ d, either di ≤ 0 or di > 0. If di ≤ 0,
then (Ax̄)i ≥ bi and thus constraint i is met.
If not, then lines 6 till 19 of Algorithm 3.4 are
executed. If M is sufficiently large, then there
exists a λ̄i < λi ≤ M so that the solution to
P R(λ̂) with λ̂i = λi and λˆj = λ¯j , j 6= i satisfies
the i’th constraint, and that λi is selected by
the while loop. Suppose not, i.e. such a λi is
not selected by the algorithm. Then the lower
bound was repeatedly raised until  distance
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from M , while the upper bound remained M
and finally λi is set equal to λup = M . If this
λ does not lead to a feasible solution, then M
is not large enough, which is a contradiction.
Finally, as the λs resulting from Algorithm 3.3
are used as the starting lower bounds of 3.4, λs
can only increase in the second algorithm and
thus any constraint that is met at some point
will remain so until termination. Hence, upon
termination, the solution x̄ to P R(λ̄) satisfies
Ax̄ ≥ b and is therefore a feasible solution to
(P 0 ).

stock level should be increased to obtain the
highest benefit per cost unit.
X
δj =
min{1 − αi , F i (sj + 1)} − F i (sj )
i∈Ij

(3.33)
The minimum of 1 − αi and F i (sj + 1) is taken
since any fill rate increase above 1 − αi does
not contribute to obtaining a feasible solution
at minimum costs. Then calculate the ratios
by dividing by the purchase cost and identify
the component with the highest ratio.

δj
The algorithm shows to have good performĵ = argmax{ }
(3.34)
cj
j∈J
ance, both in terms of accuracy as well as computation time (see Chapter 6). In the next
section, a greedy heuristic is introduced that is Thus, the base stock level of ĵ should be increased by 1 and the procedure is repeated.
also capable of solving the problem.
Note that the algorithm terminates when all
product fill rates are at least 1 − αi , and thus
3.3.3 Greedy Algorithm
when δj = 0, ∀j.
Because of the complexity of the problem, apNo extensive numerical study was performed
proximations can be useful to obtain good solu- with this algorithm. It was however tested on
tions using simpler and less involved proced- case with 881 components, 13 products, and
ures than exact optimization. This section will unit demand. A solution 0.239% above the
introduce a Greedy Algorithm to accomplish lower bound of the Lagrangian was found in
this.
just over 5 minutes. It is thus expected to work
The idea behind the algorithm is as follows. well for small to medium instances, but it is
For each component, the total benefit is cal- doubtful that it is scalable to industrial-scale
culated for increasing its base stock level by 1 instances with non-unit demand.
unit. The benefit being the fill rate increase
This concludes the basic model and its soluat the product level for all products. Then, tion methods. In the next chapter the model
this total benefit is divided by the price of the of this chapter will be generalized to compute
component to identify which component’s base (s, S) policies instead of base stock levels.
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Chapter 4

Economies of Scale
So far, a base stock policy was assumed,
meaning possible economies of scale were ignored. This chapter will generalize the developed method to situations were a manufacturer benefits from buying larger quantities of
components at a time. First in Section 4.1 the
costs and performance measures under these
assumptions will be derived, after which it is
shown that the developed optimization procedure still works with some adjustments in Section 4.2. Note that calculation of the (leadtime) demand distributions of components remains unchanged.

computed using Expression 4.1.
mk =

S
X

mr f 1 (r − k),

k = S − 1, ...s + 1

r=k

(4.1)
Then the sum over all possible IPs k = S, ..., s+
1 gives the expected number of periods per
cycle and the distribution of IP is simply given
by dividing mk by that number.
P(IP = k) = PS

mk

r=s+1 mr

(4.2)

Note that the distribution of IP only depends
on the size of the range s + 1, ..., S rather than
on the height of its values.
Both the inventory level and the fill rate for
4.1 Evaluation
any (s, S) policy can then be computed as the
weighted average of the inventory levels and fill
4.1.1 Inventory Distribution and Fill rates of a set of base stock policies with levels
s + 1, ..., S and weights mk . For the component
Rate
fill rate, this means:
In contrary to the base stock case, the inventory position in an (s, S) policy is not constant,
nor is it uniformly distributed between s and
S (Axsäter, 2006). Therefore, before the costs
and fill rates can be determined, the distributions of the inventory position and inventory
level should be determined. Axsäter (2006) describes how to recursively compute the former.

F (sj , Sj ) =

Sj
X

P(IP = k)F (k)

(4.3)

k=sj +1

Product fill rates are subsequently obtained using Equation (3.9) and eq. (3.10), as before.
The expected inventory level is again estimated by including the negative part, resulting
First observe that an (s, S) policy is a re- in:
newal process as the IP is set to S upon every
Sj
X
order. Define a cycle as the interval between
E[I(sj , Sj )] =
P(IP = k)(k − E[DjL ])
two renewals, i.e. replenishment orders. Then,
k=sj +1
let mk be the expected number of periods in a
(4.4)
cycle that IP = k. Note that every cycle starts
at IP = S, so that mS = 1−f11 (0) , where f 1 (x)
4.1.2 Cost Function
is the single period pmf of demand for the concerning component. The other values of mk Suppose there are fixed costs oj per order of
for k = S − 1, ..., s + 1 can then recursively be component j. A base stock policy is no longer
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optimal, so an (s, S) policy will be used. The
yearly costs are then given by,
X
C(s, S) =
hj E[Ij (sj , Sj )+ ]+oj E[Oj (sj , Sj )]

ojsS . Observe that the structure of the problem has not changed, since the constraints are
similar and the objective function has the same
form, but with a different coefficient.

j∈J

(4.5)
min hT x + oT x = min (hT + oT )x (4.7)
where Oj is the expected number of orders per
time unit, which depends on the chosen (sj , Sj ) Hence the relaxed problem can again be solved
policy. In particular, the expected length of a by inspection,
cycle is given by the sum of mk for k = S, S −
(hT + oT − λT A)x + λT b
1, ..., s + 1, with mk as determined in Equation (P R2) Min
x
X
4.1. The amount of cycles per year then equals
s.t.
xjsS = 1,
∀j ∈ J
the amount of orders and is simply calculated
(s,S)∈Sj
by dividing the total amount of period per year
λi ≥ 0,
∀i ∈ I
by this amount.
xjsS ≥ 0, xjsS integer,
∀jsS
T
E[Oj (sj , Sj )] = PS
(4.6)
and the pricing algorithms of Section 3.3.2.2
k=s+1 mk
can be used to maximize the solution of (P R2)
where T is the number of periods (e.g. pro- over λ.
duction days) per year. Furthermore, hj still
equals the holding costs per unit per year. Ex4.2.2 Selecting Candidate Policies
pression 4.4 gives the expected inventory level.
Problem (P 2) is then formulated as follows:
The biggest challenge that remains is finding
all relevant policies to include in the formulaX
Min
hj E[Ij (sj , Sj )+ ] + oj E[Oj (sj , Sj )]
tion. Since the number of variables can grow
x
j∈J
very fast, this should be done with some care.
X
Y
i
Fj (sj , Sj )xjsS ≥ 1 − αi , ∀i Note that the total amount of variables grows
s.t.
not only in the number of components, but also
j∈J i (sj ,Sj )∈Sj
X
in the lead times, qjmax (the maximum occurxjsS = 1,
∀j ∈ J
rence of j in a single order), the maximum total
(sj ,Sj )∈Sj
demand per period, and the number of possible
xjsS ≥ 0, xjsS integer,
∀jsS
order sizes Qj = Sj − sj . Moreover, if no natural restriction is provided on the order size,
where Sj is the set of candidate policies for j. the latter theoretically has infinite possibilities
as there is no easily derived upper bound on
the optimal size. To reduce the amount of vari4.2 Optimization
ables, components that only occur in multiples
This section describes how to find (near- of some quantity q > 1 can be transformed to
an equivalent component that occurs in mul)optimal (s, S) policies for each component.
tiples of 1. Measures as price and restrictions
on order quantity obviously have to be adjus4.2.1 Lagrangian Relaxation
ted accordingly. This basically results in reThis section shows that the Lagrangian Relax- moving policies that would result in exactly the
ation procedure from Section 3.3.2 still works same performance and costs as another policy.
with some minor adjustments. Again, introThen, for an (sj , Sj ) combination to be feasduce a binary decision variable xjsS for every ible for j it must satisfy restrictions on the orfeasible (s, S) policy for all j.
der quantity provided by the supplier such as
), maximum (Qmax
) or fixed
Then construct the constraint matrix A sim- minimum (Qmin
j
j
ilar to the base stock case and compute for order quantities. In addition S > s and 0 ≤
each combination of policy and j the associ- sj ≤ sub −1, where sub is the maximum possible
ated holding and order costs per year hjsS and demand during lead time just like in the base
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stock case. Determining the maximum relevant order-up-to level S is less straightforward
because of possible economies of scale. In particular, to obtain a 100% fill rate, the reorder
level must be s ≥ sub − 1. In addition setting
S = sub + Qmin
is thus sufficient to achieve
j
perfect availability, but it might be economically interesting to set this level higher if the
reduction in fixed order costs outweigh the additional holding costs. The following approach
is suggested.
To find economical Qj = Sj − sj , suppose sj
is fixed and let Sj = sj + Qmin
, where Qmin
is
j
j
the MOQ. Note that M OQ = 1 if no minimum
is actually given. Then increase Qj and thus
Sj by one. Observe that by doing this, the fill
rate can only increase or stay the same. So if in
addition the costs go down, there is no reason
to consider a smaller Qj . In the worst case,
i.e. if s = sub − 1, the holding cost increases by
hj since there will be one unit more on-hand
at all times. The exact increase is given by
the change in eq. (4.4), times hj . Similarly,
the change in order costs is given by comparing eq. (4.6) for both cases. When total costs,
the sum of holding and order costs, have indeed decreased, continue to increase Qj . When
costs increase, a local minimum is found. This
local minimum is the minimum economical order quantity, meaning that policies with smaller Q can be ignored, since they are both more

expensive and do not lead to an improved service level. Hence, update Qmin
to this amount.
j
Unfortunately, the cost function is not necessarily unimodal in Q, so global optimality is
not guaranteed. More local minima can therefore be identified by continuing to increase Q
until some maximum Qmax
. If such a maxj
imum is not provided by natural restrictions,
it can be truncated at some large number, e.g.
some multiple of lead time demand. Then, different choices can be made on which Qs to include in the optimization procedure. For smaller problem instances, all Q between the minimum economical Q and Qmax
could be inj
cluded. For bigger problems, some subset can
be taken. For the Philips case, only the local
minima are included to keep the amount of
variables tractable.
Similar to the base stock case, the policies
that do not achieve the minimum required fill
rate can be ignored. Altogether this leads to
the following result. Let Sj be the set of feasible (s, S) policies for j. When all feasible and
possibly optimal values of Q are included, this
set is defined as:
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Sj ={(sj , Sj ) : sj ≥ 0, Sj > sj ,
Qmin
≤ Sj − sj ≤ Qmax
,
j
j
Fj (sj , Sj ) ≥ max{1 −

αi
, ∀i}}
1 − pij0
(4.8)

Chapter 5

Implementation
In the previous chapters, a mathematical optimization model was presented. This chapter
discusses the implementation of this method
at Philips IGT Systems. First, some essential
input data will be specified, i.e. the product
BOMs, relevant costs, and planning forecast.
Note that actual costs in this part are omitted
for confidentiality reasons. What follows is a
very brief description of the developed optimization tool.

5.1

Input Specification

Clearly, input for the developed method consists of basic component information such as
price and lead time. In addition, there are
three main components to the input. First it
is explained how the BOMs of each product
are used to extract pijq for all combinations of
products i and components j. Then, the ordering process and flow of goods is described
to identify all costs in the system. The third
and last important source of input to be discussed is the forecast at the product level.

5.1.1

Bill of Material

The BOM of any CTO system can be rather
complicated and the products at Philips IGT
Systems are no exception. The BOM is in fact
too complicated to consider all dependencies
between components explicitly. Instead only
the parts at the lowest level, the level at which
they are bought from suppliers, are considered.
In the ideal situation, it is known for all of
these items in which orders they have been
and in what quantity. Unfortunately, this information is initially only available at the first
level of the BOM. For the majority of these
components, there is no lower level as they are

procured in their entirety. Some are however
produced internally, meaning items on a lower
BOM level are bought. For most components,
this can be translated to the lowest level parts
that it consists of by repeatedly replacing the
component with its ‘children’. There are however some components that are configurable by
themselves, meaning the BOM is not deterministic but consists of average usage values. This
is called a Plannings-BOM (PBOM) at Philips.
For these lower level parts, it is thus not known
if they have been in a certain order or not.
This is overcome by first computing all pijq
when ignoring the parts inside the configurable components, i.e. pijq is computed for the
configurable component itself but not its lower
level parts. The PBOM then provides the average occurrence of the lower level parts in the
higher level component in the form of a single
percentage. Note that this percentage is above
100% when more than one unit is used on average. To be able to translate this value to
pijq ’s, it is assumed that the part only occurs
in a quantity equal to the percentage rounded
up or rounded down. For example, if the percentage is 240%, it is assumed that it occurs
twice with 60% chance, and three times with
40% chance. This results in demand distributions for the lower level parts given the configurable component is in an order. These are
then adjusted according to the demand distribution of the configurable component itself for
each product type. This way, another set of
pijq s is obtained, originating from the configurable components. Finally, since these parts
may also occur separately or in other components, numerical convolution of the probabilities
leads to the final demand distribution for each
product type.
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Although the lack of data causes this process
to be somewhat messier than desired, the only
assumption that is made is that of the possible
occurrences of the child components. This may
slightly reduce the variation in component demand as only the two nearest integer values
are used. The overall impact should however
be minimal since there is only a small set of
configurable components.
To make collecting and constructing this
part of the input less cumbersome in the future, the entire process is automated in the developed tool, which will be elaborated on in
Section 5.2.

5.1.2

Costs

The developed method uses costs for holding
inventory and, in case of the extended version,
for placing replenishment orders. These costs
will now be specified for Philips IGT Systems.
In order to do this the entire process, from ordering the component until it is used in assembly, will be discussed to identify the associated costs. For each of these costs it will then
be determined whether they should be included
in the model, i.e. if they can be influenced by
making certain replenishment decisions. Note
that some costs are different for items managed by purchase order (PO), VMI, and VMCI
agreements.
The process is summarized as follows.
1. The operational procurement team monitors inventory and decides to place an order
for a component. Costs incurred: labor
costs (PO items only).
Labor costs can be influenced by changing
the order size and thus the number of orders that should be placed. Hence, these
costs are estimated per order line by dividing the total procurement labor costs
during 2016 by the number of order lines.
2. The supplier sends the component to the
warehouse in either Best or Son and sends
an invoice for transport to Philips. Costs
incurred: transport costs (all items).
For suppliers in the region, a daily transport is arranged that visits all close-by
suppliers and delivers all those items at
the warehouse. This truck makes the tour
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every day, irrespective of quantities to be
delivered. Hence these costs can be considered fixed. Suppliers further away arrange transport per order or combine several orders into a batch shipment. Transporting larger amounts of goods usually
leads to lower marginal costs and these
costs can thus be influenced by the order sizes. Unfortunately, it is unknown at
Philips how transportation costs are calculated exactly as a third party financial services partner takes care of administration
and all invoices are aggregated. Hence it
is not clear how much could be saved by
ordering larger quantities. These costs are
therefore ignored for now. The tool does
allow transport costs to be added to the
model once more insight is gained in how
they are composed.
3. The component arrives at one of the warehouses and a third party logistics provider
takes care of inbound handling. Costs incurred: inbound handling costs (all items).
For PO items, these costs are incurred per
purchase order line, i.e. for each order of
each component. So the number of orders
directly determines the costs. For VMI
and VMCI items, costs are calculated per
‘database line’, which is more or less the
equivalent of a purchase order line and will
thus be treated the same.
4. The component is stored in the warehouse.
Costs incurred: inventory carrying costs.
The carrying costs are clearly different for
consignment stock (VMCI) than for nonconsignment stock (VMI and PO). Costs
related to storage space, handling, obsolescence, and insurance are incurred by all
inventory types. Financial holding costs:
interest and taxes, are only incurred by
PO and VMI items.
The Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) is determined every three
months and is usually somewhere between
8% to 10%. Unfortunately, no reliable
data on physical component dimensions
is available in the ERP system, making
it hard to estimate the physical holding
costs. Williams (2000) states that in a
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consignment agreement, around 50% (the
financial part) of carrying costs stay at the
supplier, while the other half are the physical costs incurred by the assembler. Following this estimation, the physical holding costs are set to be equal to the financial
holding costs. Concretely this means PO
and VMI items have holding costs of twice
the interest rate times the value, while for
VMCI this is once the interest rate times
the value (thus representing only the nonfinancial costs).
5. The component is transferred from Son to
the Best warehouse, next to the factory.
Costs incurred: handling costs (all items
received in Son).
These costs include costs for the transfer
itself, as well as inbound handling costs
at the Best warehouse. They will however
both be excluded as they are incurred per
transfer order, rather than per replenishment delivery. They can therefore not be
influenced directly.
6. The component is transferred to the factory floor for assembly. Costs incurred:
outbound handling costs (all items).
These costs are also based on separate
transfer orders. Although the number of
required transfers is influenced by the inventory levels (when there is less inventory, you may not be able to transfer large
quantities to the factory floor at once), the
costs are still excluded as the effect is small
and hard to estimate.
Additional costs might be caused by quality
issues, e.g. when a component has to be send
back to the supplier for repair. These costs are
out of scope as they cannot be influenced in
this context. Costs associated with stockouts
are also not considered, as the availability is
guaranteed by the constraints.

5.1.3

Forecast

The developed method, like most inventory optimization procedures, assumes demand is stationary over time. The production forecast
of Philips IGT Systems is however not completely stationary in practice. There is seasonality, as well as changing product mixes.

The latter means that the proportion of demand that is of some type i, is not constant.
For example, a new series of systems has been
launched recently, which will incrementally replace the older systems. Therefore, special care
should be taken in determining the pi s and the
overall demand distribution D that will be used
as input for the model.
Every month, a monthly production planning at the product level is created by the
S&OP team. Some deviations from this plan
usually occur, but aggregated over multiple
months it is very accurate. The vast majority
of uncertainty is due to short term planning
changes and component optionality. September, October, and November are the peak
months in which production is highest each
year. Assumed that the stock level calculations
will be performed twice a year, as is currently
the case, these three should therefore be in the
same 6-month period. Especially for high demand products, demand in June to August is
also higher than average. Therefore, the advice is to reintroduce stock levels at the start
of June and the start of December, resulting
in a high demand period and a low demand
period.
Then, the mean total demand per period is
determined by summing over the planned production slots in the concerning period and dividing by the number of production days in the
same period.
Clearly there is some variation in the number of orders planned per day, which will be
included by fitting a probability distribution.
Due to factory restrictions, no more than a specified number of orders can be released each
day, meaning variation is rather limited and
the distribution should not be right skewed.
Therefore, a normal distribution is assumed
and a variance-to-mean ratio V AR[D]
= 0.1 is
E[D]
determined to be most appropriate. This parameter can however be tweaked in the delivered
tool, so that its effect can be investigated and
so that it can be adjusted if desired.
The expected product mix is also obtained
from the S&OP plan. The proportion of
planned orders that is of type i over the period
under consideration simply represents pi . Deviations from this exact proportion are naturally taken into account as pi is used as a
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In short, input concerning the components,
probability in a series of independent trials (dethe monthly forecast for all product types, and
mands).
the Bill-Of-Materials have to be provided. The
tool is designed to accept these inputs in ex5.2 Tool
actly the format in which they are downloaded
The entire optimization procedure has been from the ERP. Additional parameters such as
automated in a tool based on Excel and Py- the interest rate and required fill rates per
thon, that is developed specifically for Philips product type can be adjusted manually. The
IGT Systems. The interface is entirely in algorithm is then executed by a single click of a
Excel, allowing employees to operate it with button, after which all relevant output, such as
only very basic Excel knowledge, while the al- the (s,S) policies for each component and the
gorithm itself is executed in Python for effi- expected costs, are printed to the same file. A
high level overview is provided in Appendix B.
ciency reasons.
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Chapter 6

Numerical Results
The developed method has been implemented at Philips as discussed in the previous
chapter. The implemented version calculates
(s, S) policies and takes into account restrictions on the order size. Lead times are assumed to be deterministic. Furthermore, the
numerical experiments are thus executed using real data from Philips and on a standard company laptop (i5-4300U CPU 1.90-2.50
GHz, 4GB RAM).

6.1

Setup

|I|

|J |

1 − αi

E[D]

V AR[D]
E[D]

A
B
C
D
E
F1
F2
F3
F4

3
3
6
8
12
23
23
23
23

877
1231
1068
1606
1632
2041
2041
2041
2041

0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
*
*
*

2.8
3.0
3.1
4.8
5.4
7.3
7.3
8.6
7.3

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5

* A varying sequence in range [0.9, 0.98].

Algorithm Performance

Table 6.1: Test case setups
A number of cases is tested, with a varying
number of products and components. If a
product is in the experiment, all its components are as well, so that the BOMs remain ac- in line with the peak demand period that is
curate and realistic. All cases were ran with observed every year at Philips. In F4 the behavior of the algorithm is tested when significthe following algorithm parameters:
antly more variability is added to the overall
demand. The results for each case are presen• Initial step size δ = 3, 000, 000
ted in Table 6.2. The second column ‘Gap’
• Convergence factor υ = 0.7
gives the gap between the best lower bound
that was found in the Lagrangian Dual prob• Search range M = 3, 000, 000
lem and the costs of the resulting primal soluWhere the first two are used in Algorithm 3.3 tion. This is the maximum possible distance
and the last in Algorithm 3.4. Other input was from the actual optimal solution. Difference in
varied. Table 6.1 specifies for each setup (in this percentage cannot be reliably used to comthis order): the number of products, number of pare the performance of the algorithm in difcomponents, required fill rates, expected total ferent cases, as the real optimum is unknown.
demand per period, and the variance-to-mean The most important conclusion to draw from
ratio of the total demand per period. The it, is that the algorithm is able to find solutest cases labeled ‘F’ represent the complete, tions for all instances that are provably within
realistic case at Philips, including all product small distance of the optimum. Also, there
types and their components. Within that set- does not seem to be a structural increase in
ting, some other parameters are varied to test the gap when the problem becomes more comthe sensitivity of the algorithm’s performance. plex, suggesting that it would perform well for
In setup F2, different fill rate requirements are even larger problem instances.
chosen, whereas in F1 they are all set at 98%.
Results for run times are split into three
For F3, the total expected demand is increased, parts. The first part concerns the numerical
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Setup

A
B
C
D
E
F1
F2
F3
F4

Gap

0.023%
0.004%
0.287%
0.043%
0.316%
0.178%
0.733%
0.663%
0.436%

Computation time (min)
Convolutions

Input prep.

Optimization

3.57
6.05
3.98
14.18
18.03
37.37
51.58
56.52
97.48

3.33
5.07
3.73
7.38
15.70
26.72
27.00
34.17
67.87

0.78
1.33
1.9
3.65
6.37
16.93
12.97
14.72
20.33

Table 6.2: Numerical results for each test case
convolutions of demand probabilities and the
computations of component fill rates for all
components. During the ‘Input prep.’, all relevant (s, S) policies are generated and all input
is constructed. This includes for example construction of the constraint matrix, which for
the ‘F’ cases involves around 2 million columns.
The optimization part is the time spent in Algorithm 3.3 and 3.4 together.
Computation times obviously grow with the
size of the problem instances, but all test cases
are solved within reasonable time, especially
considering the policies are only updated twice
a year. Computation times seem to increase
most when the maximum total demand per
period is raised, as this leads to higher possible
lead time demand and therefore more convolutions and more possible (s, S) policies to generate and evaluate. This is why F4 takes longest
to solve. Algorithm 3.3 and 3.4 only show limited growth in computation time. Note that
the amount of iterations does not grow and this
increase is solely due to the larger matrix operations being performed on a larger constraint
matrix.

6.2

Improvement

To show the proposed method is an improvement for Philips compared to the currently
used method, a simulation is performed with
real demand data. The simulation covers the
period from 4 January to 20 July 2017. Multiple runs are performed: one with safety stock
levels that were actually used in during this

period, the others using stock levels computed
by the presented method. Five different fill
rate targets were used for the latter, ranging
from 90% to 99%. Although the main concern
throughout this work has been to ensure the
product level fill rate, the simulation will only
compare performance on the component level.
The main reason for this is that the required
data to simulate on the product level is simply
not available: demand data is only available
per component and it is unknown which component demand corresponds to what customer
or product level order. This means the simulation is not a particularly rigorous validation of the method’s performance, but it still
gives a good indication in what direction the
availability and holdings costs will move for
Philips when implementing it. The real inventory levels at the start of the simulation
period are used to initialize the simulation, and
replenishments for each component that occurred within lead time of the start date are
also executed exactly as they happened. The
remainder of the period is simulated according
to the levels. Table 6.3 shows a summary of
the obtained performance for all cases. Several
measures for availability are used to provide a
clear image of the difference in performance. In
particular the table shows the average number
of days that components were without stock
and with backlog (first and second row), as well
as the average number of backorders per component per day (row 3). The last two rows (4
and 5) compare the average number of stocked
out components and components with negative
inventory per day.
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Table 6.3: Simulation results showing improvement compared to original levels.
Measures

St. days
B. days
avg. B.
js in St.
js with B.
Value

Used levels

4.56
2.73
0.23
44.14
26.46
376.95

Proposed levels

Improvement

90

93

95

97

99

90

93

95

97

99

3.00
1.61
0.16
29.09
15.56
371.70

2.88
1.52
0.16
27.88
14.75
375.60

2.77
1.44
0.15
26.84
13.94
381.90

2.60
1.32
0.15
25.19
12.78
397.5

2.43
1.14
0.14
23.56
11.02
397.50

34.10%
41.20%
29.26%
34.10%
41.20%
2.70%

36.8%
44.3%
31.3%
36.8%
44.3%
1.4%

39.2%
47.3%
32.6%
39.2%
47.3%
0.4%

42.9%
51.7%
35.2%
42.9%
51.7%
-1.3%

46.6%
58.4%
40.2%
46.6%
58.4%
-5.5%

Note: values are fictive. All measures are averages. 90, ..., 99 are fill rate targets used for optimization. St. =
stockout, B. = Backlog, js = components.

Even when levels are determined to reach a
relatively low 90% product fill rate, the availability at the component level already improves
significantly. The average number of days that
components are in stockout or have a backlog reduce with 34.1% and 41.2% respectively
and the average backlog per component decreases from 0.23 to 0.16. At the same time,
the total on-hand inventory value goes down
by 2.7%, meaning that both higher availability and lower costs are achieved by using the
algorithm. This is a clear indication that the
presented procedure is much better capable of
making useful inventory investments that contribute to the overall material availability.
Costs start to increase with respect to the
original levels when 97% targets are used. This
however cuts the number of days that components have backorders in half, which is equivalent to stockout cost savings that far outweigh
the additional investment.

6.3

Accuracy of the fill rate
approximation

As discussed in Section 2.4, multiple approaches have been used in literature to derive the necessary performance measures, such
as fill rates. Since exact expressions are intractable for general systems due to the many
dependencies, all of them are approximations
based on certain assumptions. In particular,
computing the product level fill rate as the
product of its components’ fill rates, as proposed in Equation (3.10), assumes that component inventory levels are independent of each
other, which is by definition untrue in an ATO
system. When component demands are heavily

correlated, and that is what one expects in an
ATO system with fixed BOMs, this approximation is expected to perform bad. It is however
not clear how well it performs in a configure-toorder setting. Due to the probabilistic bill-ofmaterials, correlations may diminish since not
every product demand leads to the same set of
component demands. An alternative is Ignoring Simultaneous Stockouts (ISS). Using the
ISS assumption has shown to outperform the
former in a spare parts repair shop (Van Jaarsveld et al., 2015), which also constitutes a CTO
system. One important characteristic of this
setting is however that an end-product requires
only few components (component resp. parts
in their vocabulary), while in a high tech manufacturing setting, the number of required components is in the hundreds or thousands. Intuitively, this increases the probability of having
simultaneous stockouts. Moreover, Van Jaarsveld and Scheller-wolf (2015) show that performance of the ISS assumption also decreases
when lead time demand correlations increase.
Together, this leads to the expectation that
the assumption of independent component inventory behavior is more accurate in this considered setting than the ISS assumption. Other
researchers resort to assuming product demand
follows a multivariate normal distribution during component lead times, but this restricts
their methods to use on small systems only (De
Kok, 2003) and therefore is no suitable option
for this case.
Altogether it is unclear how well the proposed fill rate approximation performs in the
context at hand. Therefore, its performance
will be tested by another simulation. The entire system is simulated this time, so the demand follows exactly the distributions that are
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Table 6.4: Overview of the differences between simulated and calculated fill rate.
Case

95
98
99

Range (actual fill rate - calculated fill rate)
<-0.0025

[-0.0025, -0.001)

[-0.001, 0)

[0, 0.001)

[0.001, 0.0025)

[0.0025, 0.005)

>0.005

0
1
0

1
1
1

1
5
6

1
4
7

3
4
8

11
6
1

6
2
0

Table 6.5: Products within certain absolute
Next to the absolute difference between the
distance to actual fill rate.
observed and calculated fill rate, the signs of
the differences are also of interest. Table 6.4
Case
Absolute difference to actual fill rate
shows that the used equation tends to un<0.0005 <0.001 <0.0025 <0.005 <0.01 derestimate the fill rate for the lowest tested
95
8.7%
8.7%
26.1%
73.9%
87% target. 17 of 23 products achieved fill rates
98
26.1%
39.1%
60.9%
91.3%
100% more than 0.0025 higher than expected. The
99
34.8%
56.5%
95.7%
100%
100% higher the target, the less apparent this tendency becomes. For the 99 case, 7 of 23 products
even have negative differences (of which 5 are
assumed in the calculations. For three cases, > −0.0005) . Note however that despite some
the algorithm is executed and the resulting products achieving slightly lower fill rates than
policies are used in the simulation to see if calculated, all targets are still met for that
they result in the calculated product fill rates. case. This is also true with targets at 0.95.
Every case corresponds to fill rate targets used For the 98 case, there are two products that
in optimization, which are 95%, 98%, and 99%. fall just short of their targets, with 0.9797
For every case, 190, 000 periods, equivalent to and 0.9754 respectively. The worst of those
760 years, are simulated. The obtained fill concerned a product that has a proportion of
rates are then compared to the expected fill about 0.001 of total demand, which resulted
rate according to Equation (3.10). Note that in a relatively low number of demands havthe latter is not necessarily equal to the target, ing occurred even during the 190,000 periods.
but usually somewhat higher.
The 95% confidence interval for this product
Table 6.4 shows how many products achieved still spanned 0.0157 and included the calcuspecified differences between the simulated and lated value, meaning the simulation was not
calculated fill rates. Table 6.5 summarizes the long enough to obtain a reliable estimate for
accuracy of the approximation for each tar- this product. There are however 12 products
get in terms of absolute distances. For the for the 98 case, for which the calculated fill rate
99% case, the approximation works well. All was below the lower 95% confidence bound.
products have an absolute error of less than The remaining components fell within the ina half percent and more than than 95% of terval. This confirms the tendency of Equathe products achieves a fill rate in the simu- tion (3.10) to underestimate the fill rate. This
lation within 0.0025 of the calculated fill rate. means on the one hand that fill rate targets
More than half even falls within 0.001. With will usually be met using this approximation,
targets at 98%, still more than 90% of the which is of primary concern. On the other
products falls within a half percent and 60% hand, it can also lead to higher inventory levels
within 0.0025. Accuracy is thus slightly worse and thus costs than necessary. To test the imfor this case, but still very reasonable. For pact of this observation, the stock levels were
the third case, errors increase further. Note recalculated with adjusted targets. Specifichowever, as discussed in the introduction, that ally, for the concerning 12 products, the differavailability has the highest priority for Philips ence between calculated and simulated fill rate
(and likely for other manufacturing companies were subtracted from the 98% target and the
as well) and they will not aim for targets much (s, S) policies are recalculated. This resulted
lower than 99%.
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in a solution with 0.55% lower expected costs
than the initial solution. The additional costs
due to excess inventory are thus very limited.
Overall it can be concluded that the approximation works well for the situation and use
case of Philips. It should also be noted, that
since the used approximation already tends to
underestimate the fill rate, using the ISS assumption will definitely not be more accurate
as this is in turn an underestimation of Equation (3.10) and will thus lead to even larger underestimations. The used approach is therefore
believed to be the most appropriate for this
problem. It is however certainly not perfect,
especially for lower target fill rates. Future

research may therefore focus on finding better alternatives. An interesting option would
for example be to extend the approach of De
Kok and Visschers (1999) and De Kok (2003)
to general CTO and ATO systems. This would
mean making assumptions on the structure of
the problem rather than on probabilistic dependencies.
This concludes the first part of this thesis,
in which it was assumed that all replenishment
decisions are made by the assembler, Philips in
this case. The second part will focus on dealing
with Vendor Managed Inventory components,
for which the supplier initiates replenishments
rather than the buyer.
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Part II

Setting stock limits for vendor
managed inventory
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Chapter 7

Analysis of Vendor Managed
Inventory
7.1

Introduction

This research is dedicated to tackle Philips IGT
Systems’ challenge of finding a better way to
determine their stock levels. Because a significant part of their SKUs are under VMI and
VMCI agreements, this also requires determining lower and upper stock limits for these
items. In this chapter, it is first explained why
determining good stock limits is important for
a manufacturer and for Philips specifically, and
why additional research is required to do so
properly. Then the approach is discussed and
important insights are presented based on real
data from Philips. In particular, it is shown
that the supplier is the most important predictor of a component’s inventory behavior and
performance. In the two consecutive chapters,
a framework is developed based on this finding.
Thus, this chapter mainly serves as motivation
for using the supplier as the key feature in determining stock limits.

7.1.1

Motivation

Both at Philips and at other manufacturing
companies, the use of Vendor Managed Inventory and Consignment Inventory has become increasingly popular due to mutual benefits for
supplier and manufacturers (Valentini and Zavanella, 2003; Dong and Xu, 2002). At Philips
IGT Systems, 29.6% and 39.9% of total expected component spending over 2017 concerns
items under VMI and VMCI agreements respectively, which together make up for the vast
majority of inventory value. This suggests that
choosing suitable stock limits is at least as
important as determining good replenishment

policies for PO items, both in terms of reducing working capital as well as in achieving desired service levels. Moreover, this justifies a
more rigorous approach to choosing these limits than simple heuristics and experience, as is
currently the case.
Although a fair amount of research has been
conducted on the use of VMI and consignment
inventory after Valentini and Zavanella (2003)
pointed out that literature on this topic was
lacking behind practice in the beginning of this
century, the author is not aware of any concrete
policies for determining good stock limits from
the manufacturers perspective. As discussed
in Section 2.3, previous work has focused on
describing the agreements and potential benefits (Williams, 2000; Valentini and Zavanella, 2003), on analytically proving these benefits exist (under certain conditions) (Braglia
and Zavanella, 2003; Gumus et al., 2008; Wang
et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2016), on incorporating them in Joint Economic Lot Sizing (JELS)
models (Braglia and Zavanella, 2003), and finally on pricing games between supplier and
buyer (Fang et al., 2008; Bylka, 2013). The
problem of an assembler to determine suitable
stock limits for its components has however
been ignored so far. This might be because
optimizing these limits requires knowing how
suppliers behave given such limits, and there
does not seem to be a consensus on how the
stock limits are to be interpreted by suppliers. Valentini and Zavanella (2003) state on
the one hand that the lower stock limit can be
determined as if it were the safety stock of a
PO item, implying that the supplier does not
buffer against demand uncertainty and is not
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obliged to keep inventory above the limit at all
times. On the other hand they write about a
penalty that is incurred by the supplier when
the limits are violated. This contradicts the
former, as such a penalty is a big incentive for
a supplier to buffer against uncertainty in order
to prevent the penalty costs.
Knowing how inventory levels are managed
by suppliers is key to maintaining an efficient
operation. The minimum and maximum stock
levels imposed by the limits present a desired
behavior, determined with the associated, expected availability and holding costs in mind.
When behavior with respect to these limits differs from expectation, this also leads to different performance of parts in terms of availability and costs. Hence, such deviations can lead
to increased downtime at the manufacturer, increased inventory costs, or both.
At Philips, similar questions and ambiguities
are present. The agreements state that inventory on-hand should be kept between the limits
at all times, but the lower limits are determined
similarly to safety stock levels. Moreover, the
overall feeling at the operational procurement
department is that inventory is managed differently for different parts and by different suppliers, but the limits are chosen similarly for all
components. In addition, some procurement
officers at Philips suspect that suppliers use the
available stock level range to their own benefit. For example, suppliers can keep the stock
level of VMI items against the USL to reduce
their own finished goods inventory at Philips’
expense. Inventory of VMCI components on
the other hand, might be kept low against or
even below the LSL to reduce working capital,
increasing the risk for Philips of a stockout.
Hence, before a method can be developed to
determine stock limits for components, more
insight is needed in inventory patterns and supplier behavior under these agreements. This
chapter serves exactly that purpose.

7.1.2

Case Study Approach

To test the suspicions and gain more insight
in inventory patterns, data from Philips is acquired. From the ERP system, information
such as prices, leadtimes, and current inventory
levels of the components under VMI and VMCI
agreements are retrieved. Using a transaction

log, the historic inventory levels are then calculated until a year back. Hence data on all VMI
and VMCI components, 326 and 306 respectively, for one year (4 January 2016 - 4 January
2017) are available for the analysis. Although
the data is specific to Philips, they use suppliers from all over the world and the number
of components is large enough to prevent characteristics of individual items from influencing
conclusions. Hence, insights are likely to be
generalizable at least to similar companies, i.e.
to other high tech manufacturers.

7.2

Component Performance

The ultimate goal of the analysis in this
chapter is to identify predictable inventory patterns so that the stock levels can be set accordingly. To do this, some measures of component performance or behavior have to be introduced first. As in every inventory model, there
are two main factors of interest for the assembler: the availability or service level, and inventory costs. Availability will be measured by
the stockout time (i.e. the proportion of time
that on-hand inventory is zero or less) and the
time spent below the lower limit, which will be
denoted by shortage time. Two more measures
are used to define the inventory behavior of
a component: average on-hand inventory level
and average on-hand inventory level just before
replenishments. The former is mostly important for the assembler since it determines the
inventory holding costs. The latter is expected
to give insight in possible buffering behavior,
which is useful in predicting the delivery performance of components and thus in determining the required buffer at the assembler. Both
variables are normalized against the stock limits in the following way. Let Ija be the adjusted,
average inventory level of component j:
Ija =

E[Ij ] − LSLj
U SLj − LSLj

(7.1)

Hence a value of 0.5 represents an inventory
level that is exactly halfway the range, while
values above or below 0.5 represent a tendency
towards the upper or lower stock limit respectively. The values 0 and 1 intuitively represent
the lower and upper stock limit. Note that this
does not mean that no values outside the range
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can occur in the data: an inventory level below
the LSL has Ija < 0 and values above the USL
have Ija > 1.
First it will be investigated whether VMI
and VMCI components show differences in
these performance measures.

7.2.1

Consignment
versus
Consignment Stock

Measure
Shortage time
Stockout time
Avg. inventory
Inv. at delivery

Non-

As noted before, suspicions are present at
Philips that consignment and non-consignment
stock are not always treated the same by suppliers. Therefore consider the following hypothesis:
Components in VMI agreements have the
same performance as VMCI components.
To test if this is the case at Philips, the four
introduced performance measures are compared between the two agreement types.

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Shortage time per agreement

VMCI

ant. The expected on-hand inventory at time
of delivery and the average inventory do also
not show significant differences. The results of
all t-tests are shown in Table 7.1.

VMI

Figure 7.1:
Shortage time comparison
between consignment and non-consignment
parts.
The most interesting observation is that the
on-hand inventory level of consignment items
is more likely to be below the lower limit than
that of non-consignment (Figure 7.1). VMI
items spend an average of 8.8% of time below
the LSL, while this is 13.2% for VMCI components. A t-test shows that the difference is
significant with a p-value of 0.0011. The average stockout time for VMCI is also higher than
for VMI, but the difference is within the 95%
confidence interval and therefore not signific-

VMI

VMCI

P-value

0.0883
0.0207
0.5599
0.2121

0.1324
0.0298
0.5047
0.2561

0.0011
0.2096
0.2060
0.2429

Table 7.1: Results of t-tests comparing VMI
and VMCI performance. The values are the
means for both cases and the corresponding Pvalue.
Remarkable are the substantial proportions
of time spent below the lower stock limits, given this is prohibited by the (contractual) agreements. This clearly shows that not
all suppliers interpret the agreement as such.
Moreover, it can be concluded that consignment stock has a higher probability of violating
the lower limit and should thus not be treated
the same as non-consignment items.
Valentini and Zavanella (2003) already noted
that different behavior occurs under consignment stock agreements and describe two limiting conditions: the supplier keeps the inventory level against the USL by delivering fixed
quantities, or the supplier keeps the inventory
level against the LSL in order to reduce its economic exposure. They describe intermediate
behavior as the case when the inventory level
fluctuates between high and low. This description is found lacking, as a far greater array of
inventory patterns is identified at Philips. First
of all, Valentini and Zavanella (2003) discuss
a case with only consignment inventory. As
shown, VMI and VMCI components should not
be treated the same as supplier performance
seems to differ between the two. Secondly, they
implicitly assume that suppliers are only driven
by their Economic Production Quantity (EPQ)
and their cost of capital, while other factors
may actually be more important to some suppliers.
To find out what other factors influence the
replenishment behavior and to see what patterns are present, a more detailed analysis is
required. To this end, performance per com-
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ponent is analyzed in the following section to require the fitted distribution to be in the exponential family. This allows the variance, skewidentify the most important predictors.
ness and kurtosis to be modelled explicitly,
while in earlier models these values usually de7.2.2 Performance Predictors
pend on the fitted mean value. This makes
A data set was prepared consisting of all relev- GAMLSS especially useful for fitting highly
ant VMI and VMCI items at Philips. For each skewed data (Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2005),
part, the following characteristics are available: as is the case here. Also, it provides a way
• Price
to deal with the excessive amount of zeros, as
• Lead time
these too, can be modeled explicitly.
• Supplier
In particular, visualizing the data (Fig• Agreement type (VMI or VMCI)
ure 7.2) suggests that an Exponential distri• Number of deliveries per year
bution or its more general counter part the
• Demand per year
Gamma distribution would fit the data well.
• Total spend (price · demand)
These distributions however do not take on
For details on data collection and cleaning see zero as a value. To overcome this, a ZeroAppendix C.
Adjusted Gamma Distribution will be used.
To identify predictors of component per- This is similar to a normal Gamma distribuformance and inventory behavior, regression tion, but takes on one additional parameter, ν,
models are fitted to the four target variables representing the probability at zero. µ and σ
representing performance:
are the parameters for mean and scale respect• Stockout time
ively.
• Shortage time
Consider first the stockout time. For σ and
• Average inventory level
ν only an intercept is fitted to start with,
• Average inventory level just before replen- while for µ all variables are added to the initial
ishments
model. All variables are tested for significance
Relevant predictors will be identified for all by computing the Likelihood Ratio between
four target variables separately.
the current model and a model that is exactly
the same, but with the concerning variable removed. Then a Chi Square Test was used to
7.2.2.1 Regression Analysis
test for significance of the variable. The SupConsider first the stockout time and shortage
plier is the most important predictor in this
time of each component, together representing
model and Total Spending is the least. Hence
the performance in terms of availability. Note
the latter is removed and a new model is fitted.
that these values have a few important charRepeating this backward elimination procedacteristics. First of all, they are proportions,
ure results in a model with supplier, agreement,
meaning they take values in the interval [0, 1].
and price as significant predictors, as shown in
Also, there is an excessive amount of zeros, as
Table 7.2.
the majority of components have no stockouts
at all and a large amount also did not violate
+/- Df AIC LRT
Pr(Chi)
the LSL. In addition, the positive part of the
<none>
274
observations shows a heavily skewed distribuPrice
+
1
276
4.18
0.0409 *
tion. All this renders basic Linear Regression
Agreement
+
1
278
6.38
0.0116 *
Supplier
46
264
81.9 0.000891 ***
methods unsuitable. Therefore, a Generalized
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1
Additive Model for Location, Scale and Shape
(GAMLSS), a very general type of regression
model will be used. Rigby and Stasinopoulos Table 7.2: Initial model for predicting the
(2005) introduced this class of models to over- mean stockout time (µ) found by backward
come some of the shortcomings of Generalized elimination, with only intercepts for σ and ν.
Linear Models (GLM) and Generalized Additive Models (GAM). Most importantly, in conA model was also fitted by forward selection,
trary to GLM and GAM, a GAMLSS does not starting with just an intercept. The result is
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+/− Df AIC
µ (mean of positive part) predictors:
<none>
Supplier
Price
+
Agreement (VMI)
+
σ (variation) predictors:

140
147
151
153

46
1
1

LRT

Pr(Chi)

99
12.8
14.8

9.36e-06
0.000344
0.000119

***
***
***

19.6
14.8
9.84
4.78

9.63e-06
0.000117
0.00171
0.0287

***
***
**
*

15.3
20.1
110
9.06
4.54

9.4e-05
7.22e-06
3.49e-07
0.00261
0.0331

***
***
***
**
*

<none>

140
Deliveries
+
1
157
Price
−
1
153
Agreement (VMI)
+
1
148
Lead time
−
1
142
ν (chance of no stockouts) predictors:

<none>
−

Deliveries
Demand
Supplier
Agreement (VMI)
Price

140
153
158
158
147
142

1
1
46
1
1

+
+

−

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Table 7.3: Significance of features in the final model for predicting stockout time.
the same, providing a good indication that this
model is indeed the one that best fits the data
when only µ is considered. For ν and σ, similar tests are performed to identify the most
relevant features to add to the model. These
are thus added to the model one by one, i.e.
using forward selection. The variables in the
final model, and their significance, are shown
in Table 7.3.

normally distributed and to identify possible
heteroscedasticity are reviewed in Appendix D.
The residuals are clearly normally distributed
and there are no clear patterns in the variability, meaning no assumptions are violated.

As for the features in the model, the supplier
seems to be the best predictor of the stockout time of a component. From the model,
it can be concluded that both the mean of
Diagnostic plots to see if the residuals are the Gamma distribution and the probability of

40
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Distribution of stockout time
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Figure 7.2: Distributions of stockout time and shortage time per component. Note that the
figures are cut off from the top; Stockout time has 457 zeros and a shortage time of zero occurred
189 times.
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+/− Df AIC
µ (mean of positive part) predictors:

LRT

Pr(Chi)

106
40.1

1.14e-06
2.38e-10

***
***

-93.3
Price
−
1
-85 10.3
Demand
−
1 -87.5 7.76
Deliveries
+
1
-91 4.34
ν (chance of no shortage time) predictors:

0.00133
0.00534
0.0373

**
**
*

3.94e-10
8.37e-12
0.00856
0.0101

***
***
**
*

<none>
Supplier
Deliveries
+
σ (variation) predictors:

-93.3
-79
-55.2

46
1

<none>1

<none>
Deliveries
Supplier
Price
Agreement (VMI)

−

-93.3
-56.2
-42.8
-88.4
-88.7

1
46
1
1

+
+

39.1
143
6.91
6.62

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Table 7.4: Significance of features in shortage time model.
having no stockout at all heavily depend on the
supplier responsible for the part. The probability of having no stockouts (ν) is also dependent
on the delivery frequency and the total yearly
demand. The coefficients for demand and deliveries are positive and negative respectively.
This means that components with higher demands and a lower delivery frequency are more
likely to have at least one stockout.

to higher complexity of those parts, leading to
longer replenishment leadtimes and less flexibility. Overall, the supplier however appears to
be the best predictor of both the probability at
zero stockouts and the mean stockout time for
a component.

For components that have stockouts, the expected total stockout time (µ) is higher for
non-consignment items than for consignment.
Also, more expensive items are out of stock for
a higher proportion of time. This may be due

Again, supplier is one of the most significant
features for predicting the mean and the probability at zero. Delivery frequency also seems
to be a key indicator for shortage time. Component with more deliveries are less likely to

An identical approach was used to predict
the shortage time. The features in the resulting
model are shown in Table 7.4.

Distribution of average inventory levels
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Figure 7.3: Distributions of average inventory and average inventory at time of delivery.
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have stockouts, but when they do, the time in
stockout is often longer.
Now focus on the other two performance
measures of interest: the average inventory and
the inventory at time of delivery. Both target
variables are again plotted to get an idea of
their distribution and this time, the dependent variables look normally distributed, as Figure 7.3 clearly shows. This suggests that regular Multiple Linear Regression may be a good
fit.
Several models are again fitted and for both
target variables, only supplier and deliveries
turn out to be significant predictors. Note that
some outliers have been removed during the
process, as they had too much influence on the
resulting model, indicated by Cook’s distance.
See Appendix D for details on the model fit
before and after removing those observations.
The results of the final models for both target
variables are found in Table 7.5. The average
inventory, as well as the inventory level at time
of delivery, thus differs significantly among
suppliers. That delivery frequency is also significant could mean that inventory levels of some
items are kept against the LSL by delivering
smaller amounts more often. In any case, it
should be noted that the delivery frequency
also has some relation with the supplier,

since suppliers further away generally deliver
less frequently than those near the manufacturer, due to higher transport costs.

7.2.3

Conclusion

In this chapter, component performance in
VMI and VMCI agreements has been analyzed.
Four measures of performance were used to do
so: stockout time, shortage time (time spent
below the LSL), average inventory level, and
the inventory just before replenishments. For
each one, a separate predictive model has been
fitted to the data, identifying the most relevant features. For all four models, it was shown
that the supplier was the or one of the variables
that explains the largest part of the variability.
The supplier is thus the most important predictor of the inventory behavior of a component. The amount of deliveries also turned out
highly significant in most models. The latter
is however dependent on several factors, both
from the component itself and from the supplier. For some part, it is even the result of
the inventory behavior of the supplier. Therefore the focus in the next chapter will be on
the supplier. In particular, clusters of suppliers
will be identified that show similar behavior.

Average Inventory
Coef

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

Intercept
1.0678515
Supplier
40
Deliveries -0.0068875
1
Residuals
- 553
Inventory at time of delivery

25.22
6.42
65.40

0.63
10.13
0.12

5.33
54.30

< 2.2e-16
6.308e-13

Intercept
Supplier
Deliveries
Residuals

Coef

Df

Sum Sq

Mean Sq

F value

Pr(>F)

0.5856915
-0.004154
-

40
1
546

20.43
1.45
51.02

0.51
1.45
0.09

5.46
15.52

< 2.2e-16
9.239e-05

***
***

***
***

Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 1

Table 7.5: The linear models for predicting the average inventory and average inventory at
time of delivery.
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Chapter 8

Supplier Classification
Supplier Types

In the previous chapter, it is shown that suppliers deal differently with the freedom they have
in vendor managed inventory partnerships. In
this chapter, the observed behavior of Philips’
suppliers is discussed in more detail, leading to
four types of typical supplier behavior. Then,
in the second part of the chapter, a data driven
clustering will be performed to both confirm
the existence of these supplier types, as well as
to classify the suppliers of Philips in one of the
categories.

8.1.1

For suppliers with both agreement types, it
clearly is easiest to identify whether cash flow is
a major driver for them as they would manage
inventory differently between the two groups.
Figure 8.1 shows an example of a cash flow
driven supplier of Philips, denoted by ‘Supplier
33’. The VMI items (the blue lines) are clearly
near the top of the range, while the VMCI components (red) are near the bottom and drop
below the LSL more often.
Supplier 33: inventory levels over time
2

Cash Flow Driven Suppliers

In several discussions with procurement officers
at Philips IGT Systems, it was noted that
some suppliers show different behavior between
consignment and non-consignment inventory.
Multiple suspicions have been expressed about
suppliers keeping their non-consignment stock
against the upper limit, while reducing their
working capital by keeping consignment stock
low. Examples were also given of VMCI components that were usually low on inventory,
then switched from VMCI to a VMI agreement
and showed high inventory levels ever since.
Moreover, it makes perfect sense for a supplier
to take the financial difference between the two
agreements into account when making replenishment decisions, since reducing working capital is an important topic in most manufacturing companies. Especially in funded corporations with high debt-equity ratios, cash flow
can be one of the main drivers in every decision process. But also for family-owned businesses it would not be unexpected if they use
the available freedom in the agreement to maximize their own profits.

Inventory Level

8.1

1

USL
Agreement
VMCI
VMI

0

LSL

-1
jan 2016

apr 2016

jul 2016

okt 2016

jan 2017

Time

Figure 8.1: Example of a cash flow driven
supplier.
The expected behavior for this type of supplier is to keep filling inventory of VMI items
up to the USL in more or less fixed quantities
(e.g. the EPQ of the supplier). For VMCI
items, one expects replenishments to arrive
when the inventory level is approximately on
the LSL. In particular, the supplier will not deliver these much sooner than necessary, as this
results in additional holding costs. In addition,
the supplier may deliver small quantities more
frequently, to keep the average inventory level
as low as possible.
Based on this behavior, some characteristics are expected to be found when looking into
a cash flow driven supplier’s historic invent-
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Supplier 33: Average inventory levels

Average inventory level

1.0

USL

Agreement
VMCI

0.5

VMI

0.0

LSL

VMCI

VMI

Agreement

Figure 8.2: Average inventory levels of a cash
flow driven supplier at Philips.

ory data. When both agreements are used by
a supplier, the average, normalized inventory
levels should differ between the agreements. If
the average level of consignment stock is significantly lower than for non-consigment stock,
this is a clear sign that the supplier is actively
managing its holding costs and cash flow. In
addition, for VMI items, the average inventory
should be at or above half of the range for the
majority of SKUs and for VMCI it should be
below. If not, then the supplier is not keeping inventory against the bounds. To see this,
suppose the supplier always delivers a quantity
equal to the size of the LSL-USL range. Then,
by keeping inventory against one of the bounds,
the range is still fully used and thus the average
inventory ends up halfway. For any smaller delivery quantity, the average shifts towards one
of the limits. Figure 8.2 shows this is indeed
the case for Supplier 33.
The inventory level at time of delivery is the
second important indicator: for VMCI items
this is expected to be around the LSL as just
mentioned, while for VMI items it may be well
above the LSL because earlier deliveries mean
earlier payments. Since the latter is dependent on the size of the range compared to the
preferred delivery quantity of the supplier, the
average inventory level may however be a more
reliable indicator.
For suppliers who only use one of two agreements, it is harder to determine if they are cash
flow driven. VMI suppliers who aim for high
availability will also deliver sooner than necessary and consequently have high average inventory levels. Similarly, VMCI suppliers who
only deliver when inventory is around the lower
limit, do not necessarily do so because of financial reasons. Still there are subtle differences

in the expected behavior in these cases. With
cash flow in mind it is optimal to always fill
VMI stock up until the USL, while this is not
necessary to obtain good performance. Hence
a very high average inventory could be an identifier of a cash flow driven VMI supplier. As
for VMCI-only cases, a similar argument holds
for distinguishing cash flow driven from forecast driven suppliers. Cash flow driven suppliers may attempt to keep their consignment
stock low by delivering smaller quantities more
frequently. If this is the case, it should clearly
show from the average inventory level. Clearly,
it is hard to make these distinctions in practice when only one of the agreements is used.
Note however that from an operational point of
view, there is no need to do so, as the expected
behavior is almost exactly the same and thus
it would not change any decisions.

8.1.2

Performance Driven Suppliers

As discussed in Section 7.1.1, it is unclear, both
in literature as in practice, who is responsible
for buffering against demand uncertainty when
using VM(C)I. In principle however, the agreements state that the supplier is responsible for
keeping on-hand inventory between the specified limits. Valentini and Zavanella (2003)
even describe that a penalty may be incurred
for violation of the LSL, seemingly confirming that the responsibility lies completely or
mostly at the supplier’s side. Hence, there
are undoubtedly suppliers who interpret the
arrangement this way, meaning the supplier
takes care of buffering and there is no need to
set a high lower limit. A similar case occurs
when Philips is an important customer to the
concerning suppliers, and they want to maintain the relationship as good as possible to ensure future revenues. Either way, such suppliers’ main concern is respecting the stock limits. This may be done through an additional
(pooled) stock at their own warehouse, in the
form of a priority treatment, or simply by initiating orders earlier than strictly necessary.
Data from Philips confirms that several suppliers only violate the LSL very rarely. Given
the fluctuations in demand and changes in the
planning that constantly occur, this is only
possible if they indeed use some sort of buffer
and proactively initiate orders before the plan-
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ning suggests they really need to. These suppliers will be called performance driven suppliers.
Consider for example supplier 10 in Figure 8.3.
Replenishments by this supplier constantly occur a when inventory is still well above the
lower limit. During demand peaks, the stock
drops only to around the lower level, but never
far below.

limit as an important threshold or simply because they have problems fulfilling demand in
time due to capacity or material issues. The
latter is more likely to happen when Philips
is not a major customer to them and thus
low priority is given to Philips’ orders. These
suppliers are obviously identified based on the
amount of time spent below the limit, which
would be high in their case. This is also expecSupplier 10: inventory levels over time
ted to show from the inventory level at time of
delivery. This clearly should be low on average,
USL
as many deliveries come too late. When these
Agreement
indicators are present, it can be concluded that
the supplier either has not shown predictable
LSL
and consistent behavior, or it has performed
consistently bad. Either way, the supplier is
classified as unreliable and some additional acTime
tions have to be taken to get the inventory
Figure 8.3: Example of a performance driven levels back on track.
supplier. Note that the peak above the USL is
an intentional buffer for the holiday period.
8.1.4 Forecast Driven Suppliers
Inventory Level

2

1

VMCI

0

-1

jan 2016

apr 2016

jul 2016

okt 2016

jan 2017

Suppose a supplier buffers against (lead
time) demand uncertainty to make sure they
deliver before the lower limit is reached. Then
the average inventory level just before replenishment is expected to be high, i.e. well above
the LSL, for these suppliers. This should be
the case for both component types in case the
supplier uses both agreements. Clearly, once a
serious attempt is made to buffer against uncertainty, this should also show in a low shortage time. These two criteria are sufficient to
distinguish this type from any of the others if
the supplier has both VMI and VMCI or only
VMCI components. As discussed, for VMI
only suppliers, differences with cash flow driven
suppliers are small. But the latter may spent
a longer time under the LSL as this is not its
main concern. Also, performance driven suppliers do not necessarily have a high average
inventory level as they do not necessarily deliver up to the USL, which is expected behavior
from cash flow driven suppliers.

8.1.3

Unreliable Suppliers

Another observed supplier behavior is basically
the opposite of performance driven. There are
also suppliers who often deliver too late and
generally fail to respect the LSL. This may be
because they do not recognize the lower stock

If a supplier is not classified as unreliable,
performance driven, or cash flow driven, then
it does not consistently deliver sooner or
later than necessary, nor does it differentiate between consignment and non-consignment
stock in a way that could be harmful for the assembler. Then it can be concluded that deliveries occur around the lower limit: sometimes
above the limit and sometimes below. This is
exactly what one would expect when a supplier considers mainly or solely the forecast of
the assembler.
To see this, the information exchange
between Philips and its suppliers is important.
Because of the short production planning horizon (production slots are only filled about a
week in advance) in combination with the order
configuration uncertainty in CTO systems, the
forecast of component demand in the ERP system often consists of a series of fractions, i.e. if
a production slot is not yet assigned to an order
yet, it shows demand for all components equal
to its expected value, which is often fractional.
These fractions is what the supplier sees as demand in the system as well. The fractional
demand in the system is however converted to
discrete numbers once orders are planned in the
production slots, leading to deviations from the
expected lead time demand in the information
system. Although this may be rather specific
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to Philips, most manufacturing companies will
have some form of variability in their component demands that leads to deviations from the
planning, so the pattern is likely to be found
in other companies as well.
Forecast driven suppliers thus use the information in the ERP system as the most important trigger to initiate an order. Hence they
will do so when the inventory level minus the
lead time demand in the system equals the
lower stock limit. Basically this means they
aim to deliver exactly when the inventory level
hits the LSL. Hence these suppliers can be recognized by looking at the inventory level at
time of delivery. This should always be around
the LSL, but may thus fluctuate above and below it due to demand variability. Note that
when a supplier is forecast driven, there should
be no difference in how they manage consignment and non-consignment items.
It is also worth noting that, since orders are
triggered by the information system, the delivery quantities may vary in size depending
on circumstances such as material availability
and outstanding orders at the supplier’s side.
When suppliers try to achieve optimal cash
flow or delivery performance, more anticipation is needed and this is expected to result
in more stable delivery quantities. For forecast
driven suppliers this is not necessarily the case.
For suppliers in only one of two agreement
types, the most important classifier is also the
inventory level at time of delivery. For suppliers that are only in VMI, this suffices since
both performance and cash flow driven suppliers will deliver well before the LSL is reached.
For the VMCI-only case, the distinction with
cash flow driven suppliers is harder to make,
as discussed before. Finally, the average shortage time of a forecast driven supplier must be
limited. As these suppliers attempt to deliver
exactly when the LSL is reached, it is however expected that a small proportion of time
is spent below the limit.

discussed behavior. Now it will be shown that
all suppliers at Philips indeed fit into one of
those four types.

8.2.1

Clustering Procedure

This will be done using the K-Means Clustering
Algorithm of Hartigan and Wong (1979). The
aim of this algorithm is to divide the n specified
data points of d dimensions into K subsets S =
{S1 , ..., SK } by minimizing the Within Cluster
Sum of Squares (WCSS). More formally, the
goals is to find:
argmin
S

K X
X

||x − µk ||2

(8.1)

k=1 x∈Sk

where µi is the mean of the kth cluster. This is
done by iteration over the following two steps,
until a local optimum is found.
1. Assignment step: assign each data
point to the cluster of which the mean is
nearest (in terms of Euclidean distance).
2. Update step: update the means of the
clusters.
The algorithm terminates when no assignments
have changed. Since in both steps the WCSS
can only improve, and there is only a limited
number of possible assignments, the algorithm
must converge in finite time. Note that it is
not guaranteed to find a global optimum.
As input for clustering, the data set that
was used in the regression analysis of 7.2.2.1,
containing the four performance measures, is
aggregated. To be able to identify cash flow
driven suppliers as well, this is done per
supplier-agreement combination, i.e. if supplier is in both agreements this results in two
records. For the other suppliers, there is just
one. Every record contains an average of the
four performance measures over its components. Note that for the inventory at time of
delivery, this results in an average of the average values of the components, in contrary to
the average over all deliveries from a supplier.
This way, all components have equal weight.
8.2 Clustering and Classifica- For the other measures, this is naturally the
case as they are measured over time.
tion
The clustering procedure is performed sepIn the last section, four types of suppliers have arately for the VMI records and for the VMCI
been presented based on experience of employ- records. The following steps are therefore perees of Philips and individual examples of the formed twice, once for each agreement.
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Figure 8.4: Within cluster sums of squares versus the number of clusters.
1. An important step in the data preparation
is to scale the values. This way, differences
in each variable are proportionate to that
in another. This is done by, for each measure, subtracting the mean and dividing by
the standard deviation.
2. Then, the most appropriate number
of clusters, K, has to be determined. Thorndike (1953) proposed a simple
method to do this, using an ‘elbow
method’ similar to a scree plot in factor
analysis. For all (realistically) possible
values of K, the K-Means algorithm is
simply executed and the WCSS is plotted. This shows how much of the variance can be explained for each value of K.
Figure 8.4 shows the plot for Philips. Interpretation of the VMI plot is extremely
clear: the WCSS decreases significantly
until four clusters are used, while the fifth

barely improves the solution. For VMCI,
three clusters seems appropriate.
3. Now the K-Means algorithm as proposed
by Hartigan and Wong (1979) is executed.
To be able to interpret the results, the
minimum, mean, and maximum of each
measure in each cluster is extracted and
presented in Table 8.1.
4. The resulting clusters are interpreted.
Table 8.1 shows that for both agreements,
three of the presented supplier types can
indeed be identified.
• Forecast driven behavior: average
inventory level somewhere in the
middle (∼ 0.5), low inventoy at time
of delivery, and shortage and stockout times that are somewhere in
between the other clusters.
• Unreliable behavior: High stockout
and shortage times, accompanied by

VMI Clusters

Average inventory
min mean max

Inv. at delivery
min mean max

Stockout time
min mean max

Shortage time
min mean max

Forecast
Unreliable
Individual
Performance

0.41
0.24
1.46
0.50

0.03
-0.06
1.04
0.18

0.00
0.11
0.04
0.00

0.06
0.16
0.06
0.00

VMCI Clusters

Average inventory
min mean max

Inv. at delivery
min mean max

Stockout time
min mean max

Shortage time
min mean max

Unreliable
Forecast
Performance

-0.25
0.13
0.52

-0.40
-0.02
0.26

0.16
0.00
0.00

0.33
0.04
0.00

0.46
0.55
1.46
0.64

-0.02
0.43
0.77

0.57
0.86
1.46
0.79

0.21
0.77
1.08

0.12
0.03
1.04
0.34

-0.21
0.18
0.47

0.21
0.08
1.04
0.49

-0.02
0.36
0.67

0.01
0.14
0.04
0.00

0.17
0.02
0.00

Table 8.1: Summary of the identified clusters.
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0.04
0.18
0.04
0.01

0.18
0.10
0.01

0.11
0.21
0.06
0.03

0.50
0.15
0.04

0.16
0.30
0.06
0.08

0.67
0.27
0.11
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tardy deliveries.
• Performance driven behavior: high
inventories, but low shortage and
stockout times.
The interpretation for the found clusters
is shown in the first column of Table 8.1.
The fourth cluster in the VMI analysis
is a single supplier who has an extremely
high average inventory level (significantly
above the USL). After inspection this
turns out to be a supplier with a single
item, that did one large delivery in 2016.
Since this is only one supplier and one
item, this is considered an outlier, and the
supplier will be treated as a performance
driven supplier since this is the most appropriate of the other found clusters.
Once this analysis has been performed for
both agreement types, the classification for
those suppliers that only use one agreement
is completed, and the classification is simply
provided by the interpretation of the cluster it
is in. For the suppliers with both VMI and
VMCI, a final step has to be taken.

for VMCI items and performance driven behavior for VMI items. Hence, if a supplier is in
exactly those clusters, it is classified as cash
flow driven. Otherwise, a supplier is either
in two equivalent clusters with the same interpretation, making the classification obvious, or
it is in another combination of two clusters. In
case of the latter, there are multiple ways of
making a decision. The easiest being to take
the most conservative class. This boils down
to classifying it as unreliable when unreliable
behavior was shown for one of the agreements,
and forecast driven otherwise.

8.2.2

Results

Inventory Level

Inventory Level

Of the 47 considered suppliers at Philips,
there are 11 using both consignment and nonconsignment stock. Four of those were classified as cash flow driven, five showed the
same behavior for both. Hence for only 2 out
of 47 suppliers a combination of clusters was
found that does not directly fit into one of the
proposed classes. Supplier 15 was classified
as forecast driven and performance driven for
Supplier 15: inventory levels over time
2
VMI and VMCI respectively, and Supplier 22
is considered unreliable for its VMI items, but
USL
performance driven for VMCI. Plots of their
1
Agreement
behavior are shown in Figure 8.5. For Supplier
VMCI
VMI
15, there seem to be a few drops below the LSL
0
LSL
of VMI items, but no structural behavior is
obvious. This could therefore be mere coincid-1
ence and Supplier 15 can simply be classified as
jan 2016
apr 2016
jul 2016
okt 2016
jan 2017
Time
forecast driven, the most conservative class of
(a) Supplier 15.
the two, which seems to fit the overall picture
Supplier 20: inventory levels over time
just fine. For Supplier 20, there is one partic2
ular item that causes the VMI behavior to be
classified as unreliable. The buyer for this supUSL
1
Agreement
plier explained this concerns a component that
VMCI
was being phased out and for which there was
VMI
0
decreasing demand from only a single country.
LSL
The sales team in that country had trouble in
-1
estimating its demand, leading to highly unrejan 2016
apr 2016
jul 2016
okt 2016
jan 2017
liable forecasts. This ultimately led to the bad
Time
performance of the concerning part. Since spe(b) Supplier 20.
cial care is already given to this component,
Figure 8.5: Suppliers that do not fit into one it can simply be ignored in the classification
process. Then, Supplier 20 can be classified as
of the presented supplier types.
forecast driven as well.
The performance measures and classification
Remember that cash flow driven suppliers
are expected to show forecast driven behavior for all suppliers can be found in Appendix E
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8.3

Empirical Validation

VMI
Sup.

To validate the classification, structured interviews have been held with the operational buyers of almost all suppliers in VM(C)I agreements. A few were omitted because they only
had one component and due to unavailability of
the concerning procurement officer. Besides a
description of the general behavior of the supplier and possible exceptional circumstances,
the interviewees were asked to score the suppliers on some performance measures similar or
equal to the ones used throughout this chapter,
on a 7 point Likert scale. In addition, they
were asked to classify the supplier into one of
the four groups. The subjects did not see the
plots or know about the classification resulting
from the clustering procedure before the interviews. The interview questions are found in
Appendix F.
First consider the performance driven suppliers. In total, 15 suppliers were discussed
that were classified as performance driven by
the proposed method. For 11 of those, the interviewee described behavior fitting this class
and indicated that respecting the stock limits is
a major driven for the supplier. Three suppliers were considered mostly forecast driven by
the responsible employee, but scored a 2 out
of 7 (2x) and 3/7 on shortage time (where 1
is no shortage time and 7 a lot). The remaining supplier (07 in Table 8.2) was also classified as forecast driven by the procurer, but did
not score particularly well on availability. This
supplier has a big number of components, of
which most perform excellent. Because this is
such a large supplier for Philips, there is however regularly some component that is below
its limit and requires attention from the employee, which might have led to a more negative image than is actually the case. The overall
results, as shown in Table 8.2, indicate that the
other performance driven suppliers were classified in line with the experiences of Philips
employees.
Interviews have also been conducted on three
suppliers that were identified as cash flow
driven. Only one of the interviewees indeed
gave different scores for consignment and nonconsignment inventory. The other two did not
feel a clear distinction was made between the
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Table 8.2: Interview results of performance
driven suppliers.
two agreements and both classified their suppliers forecast driven. One of them noted that
the supplier generally performs well, but that
there are three specific components that sometimes cause trouble. These three happened
to all to be VMCI items. The difference in
performance thus definitely exists, but cash
flow may not really be the driver behind it.
Moreover, during the entire series of interviews, it was indicated multiple times that
procurement buyers do not often consider the
difference between the agreements in their
day-to-day work, since operationally they are
identical. This made it hard for them to
identify differences in behavior.
Of three unreliable labeled suppliers about
which an interview was held, one was confirmed as such. Moreover, it was confirmed
that, although there were ups and downs, they
have structurally been problematic over the
years. Another was considered forecast driven,
but it was noted that this supplier does not
agree to the height of the stock limits and
therefore deliberately violates the lower limit.
The interviewee did not classify the supplier
as unreliable because they make sure to deliver in time to prevent actual stockouts. In
terms of behavior compared to the limits however, ‘unreliable’ seems to be accurate. Most
remarkable, is that the third was experienced
as a performance driven supplier. It was given
an average score of 4/7 on shortage time, which
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is not particularly good, but also not necessarily problematic. It was also indicated that the
supplier almost always delivers before the LSL
is violated (6/7), while the mean inventory at
time of delivery in the data was even below the
lower limit. The difference between perception
and data might be explained by the fact that
the supplier is being phased out by Philips.
This could have caused their performance to
drop, while the overall image of the company
has remained the same for the responsible employee.
Finally, results of the interviews concerning the suppliers that were considered forecast
driven by the clustering procedure are presented in Table 8.3. 18 interviews were conducted
and 11 were also considered forecast driven by
the interviewees. Moreover, most of the scores
that were given to those suppliers do not indicate exceptionally good or bad performance,
which confirms the classification. Three suppliers were described as cash flow driven. Two
of them are in a pure consignment stock arrangement, making the difference with forecast
driven behavior negligible, as discussed in Section 8.1.1. The third (Supplier 13) was given
exactly the same scores for consignment and
non-consignment stock. It was indicated that
the supplier spends a fair amount of time below
the LSL and often delivers too late, i.e. after
violating the limit. Forecast driven therefore
seems appropriate. There were however some
suppliers that scored high on availability and
delivery performance and were considered performance driven or both forecast and performance driven by the procurement officers. In
particular, this concerned Supplier 23 and 46.
Supplier 46 only delivers two components to
Philips of which one made a short drop in inventory at the start of the year. Because of
the small number of components, this influences the suppliers average values significantly,
preventing it from ending up in the performance driven cluster. The interviewee for supplier 23 was only responsible for the account for
a few months and not during 2016 (over which
the clustering was performed). The concerning
employee has had a flawless experience with
the supplier so far, but this may not be a reliable reflection of its overall behavior. Finally,
there are some suppliers that received scores
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Table 8.3: Interview results of forecast driven
suppliers

that would fit a performance driven supplier
as well (i.e. 12, 37, 42). It should be noted
that there naturally exists some ambivalence
for certain suppliers. Be it by the clustering
algorithm or by human interpretation, there
will always be suppliers that are not clearly
performance driven or clearly forecast driven.
As mentioned before, it is best in these cases
to choose the more conservative class which in
this case is forecast driven.
The complete survey results are found in Appendix G.

8.4

Discussion

Some observations should be pointed out, both
regarding the classification procedure itself and
the empirical validation. While for most suppliers, the image sketched by the procurement
officers was in alignment with the result of the
clustering algorithm, there were also some differences as discussed in the previous section.
During the interviews, some observations were
made that can explain these differences.
• Employees are influenced by many other
things than just the delivery behavior of
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the supplier. For example, when a supplier typically requires additional payment
for small extra effort or small changes in
procedures, this gives the impression that
a supplier is cash flow driven, while it may
not act like that in its inventory behavior.
Similarly, when a supplier asks for performance ratings this suggests that is an
important driver, while this may not show
in its actions.
• Employees spend most of their time on
components that are overdue or problematic in general. In particular, a list of
items that require immediate attention is
composed every day. When a supplier’s
name makes this list often, it is automatically perceived as a bad or not very
well performing supplier. The other way
around is also true: when a supplier is
almost never on the list, it is considered
a good supplier as it requires little attention. The problem is that this perception
does not take into account the number
of components the supplier is responsible
for. Clearly, a bigger supplier to Philips
is more likely to make the list more often, than a supplier that only delivers few
items. This does however not mean that
the bigger supplier necessarily performs
worse over its whole portfolio.

The proposed clustering procedure is also not
perfect. In fact, two caveats should be noted.
• When a supplier has only few components, some small irregularities may influence the performance measures of the supplier more than desired, possibly leading to a different classification than would
best fit the overall behavior. Moreover,
such irregularities may even be caused by
Philips, e.g. by changes in the planning or
new product introductions.
• There will always be suppliers that show
‘in-between’ behavior that does not clearly
belong to one of the classes, but could fit
fine in two (or possible more). The KMeans algorithm makes sure to put them
in the cluster that they are most similar
to given their performance measures. This
may however result in classifications that
are not truly convincing.
Overall however, the clustering seems to perform well, as most classifications were in line
with the perception of the interviewee and explanations were found for the larger deviations.
The latter does however confirm that the classification method should always be combined
with qualitative insights and careful interpretation. When this is done, a solid basis is
provided to determine the actual stock limits,
which is discussed in the next chapter.
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Framework: Setting Stock Limits
In the previous chapter, it was shown that
Vendor Managed Inventory suppliers can be divided in four general classes, where every class
represents a way of behaving compared to the
stock limits. In this chapter, these expected
behaviors will be used to determine how the
stock limits should be set. After that, some
guidelines will be presented for applying a similar classification approach in other companies.
The process will then be described in a more
general way and important aspects to keep in
mind will be discussed.

9.1

Setting Limits

Now that suppliers have been assigned to one
of four categories, the behavior associated with
those categories provides tools to prescribe
good lower and upper stock limits. To make
sure these limits contribute to the initial objective in Chapter 3 of meeting the specified
fill rate targets, the output of the developed
optimization method (or any other optimization method for that matter) will be taken as a
basis. In particular, in the (near-)optimal solution, every component j has an achieved component fill rate Fj and a replenishment policy
(sj , Sj ), so that Qj = Sj −sj takes into account
the preferred delivery quantity of the supplier
(see Appendix H for details). Also, differences in costs for different agreements should
already be taken into account when determining the optimal policies. This way, the fact that
it may be cheaper to stock more of a VMCI
item than of a VMI item is already reflected in
these policies. The same holds for the expected delivery quantity for each component, as
discussed above.

Forecast driven. Analysis for forecast
driven suppliers is most straightforward. The
supplier initiates an order when inventory
minus lead time demand equals the lower stock
limit Ij − E[DjL ] = LSL. Hence the reorder
point is LSL + E[DjL ]. It follows immediately that setting LSL = sj − E[DjL ] results in the same expected reorder point as in
the optimal (s, S) policy. In addition setting
U SL = Sj − E[DjL ] would be an intuitive solution. However, this would mean that Sj is
the maximum order-up-to point instead of the
expected level and that the inventory position
distribution IPj is only equal to that in the
(sj , Sj ) policy when the supplier fills up to the
USL every time. As noted before, since the
supplier is mainly triggered by the information system, it is likely that different order sizes
will be used, leading to a lower expected IPj
and thus a lower fill rate. Therefore, let σQ be
the allowed amount of variation of the delivery
quantity. For Philips, σQ is set to one standard deviation q
of the historic delivery quantity
h
Qj , i.e. σQ = V AR[Qhj ], so that it allows for
most of the natural variation. Then,
LSLj = sj − E[DjL ]
U SLj = Sj −

E[DjL ]

(9.1)
+ σQ

(9.2)

Clearly, the value of σQ can be fine tuned
according to specifics of the component. For
example, it is wise to also consider the physical dimensions of the component, since this
affects the additionally required storage space
for increasing the upper limit. Obviously, for
non-consignment stock, the additional financial holding costs should also be considered.
Cash flow driven. Cash flow driven suppliers keep the inventory level of their items
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against the lower and upper bound for VMCI
and VMI respectively. Since the supplier
mainly acts on its own interest, they are expected to do so by repeatedly delivering a fixed,
economically attractive, quantity. These are
exactly the two limiting behaviors described
by Valentini and Zavanella (2003). Hence
when setting the limits, a distinction clearly
has to be made between consignment and nonconsignment stock. Consider first VMCI components. Their stock is kept against the lower
limit. Hence, the levels can be determined similarly to the forecast driven supplier case:
LSLj = sj − E[DjL ]
U SLj = Sj −

E[DjL ]

(9.3)
+ σQ

an order when IPj = LSLj + sj . Then it is
easily seen that the buffer from the LSL is superfluous and thus the lower limit can be set
to zero. It is however uncertain if the supplier
buffers at least this amount. When this is not
the case, the limit should be set above zero to
compensate. Let aj denote the buffer used by
the supplier for component j, so that the used
reorder point is given by aj + LSLj + E[DjL ].
Note that aj can be estimated from historic
data as the difference between the mean inventory at time of delivery and the lower stock
limit. Then, what remains is to set sj equal to
the expected reorder point:

(9.4)

Note that, since a higher inventory value does
not result in additional costs for the manufacturer, the only reason to keep the upper limit
tight is when the component is physically large
and takes significant storage space. Otherwise,
allowing for more variation upwards can only
increase the availability.
For the non-consignment stock case, the procedure is similar, but the upper limit is the
starting point:

sj = aj + LSLj + E[DjL ]

(9.7)

LSLj = sj − E[DjL ] − aj

(9.8)

The USL should then be set in such a way that
the supplier can deliver its preferred quantity
and maintain its buffer aj . Note in this case,
the range size should therefore always allow for
this, i.e. Qj ≥ E[Qhj ]. Allowing for some variation in addition, results in:
U SLj = Sj − E[DjL ] + σQ

(9.9)

Unreliable. When a supplier is classified
(9.5) as unreliable, it is has performed worse than
and since the lower limit is clearly more crit- can be explained by some rational behavior.
ical than the upper limit, it should be set more Hence it is hard to predict when the supplier
carefully. In particular, the range should not will be triggered to replenish and consequently
be expanded downwards too much compared to there is no simple policy that leads to the dethe sj level. Observe that in this case, truncat- sired (s, S) behavior. Clearly, the levels should
ing some of the variability in delivery quantity be set at least as high as one would for a foreleads to an increased fill rate, rather than de- cast driven supplier. In addition, one could use
creased. Hence, the lower limit can be simply some safety factor on top of that, based on the
observed (lack of) performance by the supplier
set to:
L
LSLj = sj − E[Dj ]
(9.6) in the past and the expected performance in
the near future.
It is advised to investigate the reason the
Performance driven. The difficulty in setting stock levels for performance driven sup- supplier is classified as unreliable on a case by
pliers is ensuring the total buffer, consisting of case basis. As there may be several reasons
the one that is likely used by the supplier (as why performance has been bad and that reason
shown in Section 8.1.2) and the one posed by determines what can be expected. Therefore,
the LSL, equals the optimal buffer size from there is no use in presenting a general approach.
the (s, S) policy.
U SLj = Sj − E[DjL ]

First concerning the lower limit, suppose the
supplier buffers at least as much as the man- 9.2 Framework
ufacturer requires the total buffer to be, i.e.
the manufacturer requires an order to be initi- Now that stock limits have been proposed
ated when IPj = sj , and the supplier initiates based on the supplier classification, the prob59
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lem of Philips is solved. Suppose however that
another company is interested in determining
stock limits in VMI partnerships, then not all
(intermediate) conclusions will necessarily be
the same. Hence some different choices may
have to be made during the process, leading to
deviations in the end result. To enable other
operations managers to follow a similar approach, some guidelines will be now be presented that can serve as a framework in doing so.
First of all, determining stock limits based
on a supplier classification clearly assumes that
inventory is managed differently by different
suppliers. Also, it is assumed that components
belonging to the same supplier are managed in
a (roughly) similar way. Before deciding on using a classification at all, it is wise to verify if
this is the case. This can be done in a formal
way, as in Chapter 7, but may also be done
more informally, e.g. by visually inspecting inventory patterns of different suppliers.
When proceeding, first a decision has to be
made on the indicators of supplier performance. If similar data is available, it suggested
to copy the measures used in this case study:
stockout time, shortage time, average on-hand
inventory and inventory at time of delivery.
This is recommended because it represents all
important aspects for a VMI inventory system.
It contains indicators for performance in terms
of availability and holding costs, but also gives
insight in the possible buffering behavior of the
supplier. When deviating from these measures,
it is thus important to choose alternatives that
contain the same information.
Then, a clustering method can be performed
and the stock limits can be determined. The
steps in the process, and the most important
aspects to keep in mind at each step, are the
following:
1. Perform the clustering per agreement.
2. Treat a supplier that has both consignment and non-consignment stock as two
separate entities, one for each agreement
type. This way, it can be identified if components in opposite agreements are managed differently and thus if cash flow is
important to the supplier.
3. Base the amount of clusters on some
quantitative indication. In Chapter 8, this
was done using the ‘elbow method’, i.e. by
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looking at how much of the variance is explained when creating a certain number of
clusters. In other clustering algorithms,
this step may however be automated or
included. It is important not to force the
number of clusters to the number of classes
that are expected to be found, as this may
make interpretation of the found clusters
much harder. It may be the case that
some outliers are causing a larger number
of clusters to be more suitable, or clusters
could end up with the same interpretation/explanation, matching the expected
classes after all.
4. Interpret the found clusters per agreement
type. By looking at the ranges of the performance measures in each cluster, some
conclusions can be drawn about why these
clusters are found, i.e. what the most important characteristics are of the suppliers in each cluster. Afterwards the combinations of clusters for suppliers in both
agreements can be investigated to discover
classes that differentiate between consignment and non-consignment stock. Note
that there can be outliers, i.e. clusters
with only one (or few) suppliers showing
irrational behavior, but there may also be
other classes of suppliers that were not
found in this study. For example, the
outlier found at Philips distinguished itself by an extremely high inventory level.
This behavior could be structural behavior
exhibited by multiple suppliers in other
cases.
5. The interpretation automatically gives the
classification result of the procedure. It is
recommended to always verify these results by qualitative insights and knowledge
about the suppliers. Again, this does not
have to be done in a formal way, but some
empirical validation should be provided to
support the findings.
6. When in doubt, it is advised to always
choose the more conservative option. In
the case treated in this research, this
means the class with the lowest expected
availability performance, but in other settings, e.g. when costs of obsolescence play
an important role, this might be the other
way around.
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7. Then derive the stock limits from the
expected behavior of each class. This
can be done by calculating an optimal
(s, S) policy and altering it accordingly,
as shown in the previous section, but one
could think of ways to directly come up
with stock limits as well. This might in
fact be an interesting direction of future
research.
The resulting stock limits should again be verified qualitatively. The downside of determining
stock limits based on a supplier’s overall performance, is that individual components that
are more problematic or riskier than others are
not identified. Therefore it is important to do
this check. Note that it also not the goal of
this method to take into account such outliers,

but rather to determine good stock limits for
all components in vendor managed inventory
agreements. In practice, these special cases
already receive the necessary attention by the
procurement department and decisions for such
items are, and should be, made on a case-bycase basis.
In this chapter, the stock limits have been
derived from the expected behavior of each
supplier type and the novel approach taken in
the second part of this research to setting stock
limits for VMI components was discussed as a
more general framework. This also concludes
the second part of this work. What remains
in the final chapter are conclusions and discussions on the presented work and directions for
future research.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions
10.1

Conclusions

In this research, new inventory models for
real life Configure-to-Order systems were developed. Although standard ATO systems
have been extensively studied, there are only
few methods that have shown to be able to
solve realistic size problems. Moreover, only a
handful of optimization procedures have been
developed in which order configuration uncertainty is incorporated. Also, most existing
methods for ATO and CTO systems assume
independent product demand streams, such
as Poisson processes, rendering them unsuitable for manufacturers such as Philips that
are mainly driven by factory capacity rather
than customer orders. The latter requires a
model that allows for low variation on the
total demand per period, while variation in the
product mix and order configurations causes
most volatility.
Cheng et al. (2002) does consider a similar
setting, where total demand per period is deterministic and all variation originates from order configuration uncertainty. However, their
method is only capable of computing base
stock policies, and can only be solved under
special conditions on the BOMs. Moreover,
their method is only tested on a small problem and it is unknown if it could solve realistic
problem instances.
In this study a far more general algorithm
is presented to optimize replenishment policies
in CTO systems. First of all, it is only required that the total number of orders in each
period follows some general discrete distribution. Each such order slot is then filled with
one of the possible product types with a given
probability and each product type has in turn
a certain probability of requiring each of the

components. Components are allocated to demand by FCFS for demands in different periods and allocation is random for demands in
the same period.
To approximate the product level fill rate,
the assumption was made that component inventory levels behave independently. Although
for ATO systems with fixed BOMs this could
be a dangerous assumption, it has shown to
perform quite well in large-scale CTO settings
with a lot of optional components.
An optimization problem was then formulated using a decision variable for each combination of component and candidate policy.
It was shown that this leads to a convenient
Lagrangian Relaxation, enabling the problem
to be solved efficiently. In addition, while most
research sticks to assuming base stock policies,
the proposed method is capable of computing (s, S) policies, which is both more general
and more realistic. Restrictions on order size
such as MOQs are also incorporated in the algorithm and no assumptions are made on the
structure of the BOMs. The algorithm was implemented at Philips IGT Systems and finds
provably near-optimal (s, S) policies for realistic problems with over 2000 components.
The second part of this research deals with
Vendor Managed (Consignment) Inventory arrangements. VM(C)I has been gaining popularity and a fair body of literature has been
dedicated to different aspects of it. The problem of determining suitable stock limits as a
manufacturer has however, to the best of the
author’s knowledge, been ignored so far. A
novel approach was suggested, taking the viewpoint of the manufacturer, and for the first
time a framework has been presented for determining good stock limits.
First some important insights were presented
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concerning the inventory behavior of components in these agreements, based on real data
from Philips. The analysis shows that the ambiguities in literature about the interpretation
of the lower stock limit are also present in practice. In fact, the observation that the supplier
is the most important predictor for component inventory behavior suggests that suppliers
have different interpretations of the stock limits. Some buffer against uncertainty to make
sure the limits are respected, while others use
the LSL as if it were safety stock. Also, some
suppliers make different decisions for consignment inventory than for non-consignment inventory, exploiting their respective cost structures. Using both empirical information and a
data driven clustering procedure, it was shown
that suppliers can be classified into four types
based on their behavior: forecast driven, performance driven, cash flow driven, and unreliable. Since the behavior compared to the limits affects both costs and availability at the side
of the manufacturer, it must be taken into account when setting determining these limits.
Classifying suppliers has proven to be a practical way to deal with this issue, since it allows
the expected behavior belonging to each class
to be used to derive good stock limits.

of variables can become very large, especially
when using the (s, S) implementation. For the
case at Philips, it was not possible to include a
lot of different order sizes (i.e. Sj − sj ) for each
component because of this reason. Because the
method itself works very well, it may be worth
it to extend the algorithm to deal with this
problem. For example by refining the set of
candidate policies during the optimization procedure, along the lines of Van Jaarsveld et al.
(2015).
The run time of the convolutions also grows
with various input parameters such as the maximum occurrence of a component in a product,
lead times and maximum total demand per
period. Although in the tested situation it remained reasonable, for different settings, e.g.
with high demand volumes, this might become a problem. Good approximations therefore could be of value here. Since the demand
model itself is believed to be more accurate for
a lot of manufacturing companies than assuming independent demand streams, this may be
an interesting topic for future research.

From a practical point of view, there are
some limitations as wel. Some compromises
particularly had to be made in defining all the
input at Philips. The physical holding costs
for example had to be estimated very roughly,
10.2 Limitations and future while more precise computations could have
been made if data was available on physical
research
dimensions of components. Similarly no useThe presented work is not without limitations. ful approximation for fixed transport costs was
The fill rate approximation for example, may found, while this is likely to be a significant
have shown to be fairly accurate in this setting, cost factor for certain components.
but the assumption of independent inventory
The classification based approach presented
levels may be dangerous for different problems. in this study showed to be valuable, as it
In particular if there is less optionality in the provides a concrete framework for determinBOMs or if targets are lower, its accuracy is ex- ing stock limits for VMI items. As already dispected to decrease. Future research may focus cussed in Section 8.4, it is however not without
on finding the exact conditions in which this caveats. For suppliers with a small number
assumption can be safely made. Of course it of components, small deviations or incidents
would be even better to find other, more robust during the year can influence the resulting
approximations. An interesting option could class, while this may not be structural behabe to generalize the approach of De Kok (2003) vior. Also, in other cases, clusters may not
and De Kok and Visschers (1999), who make always be easy to interpret or can even be the
assumptions on the structure of the problem, result of mere coincidence in theory. It is even
rather than (in)dependencies or probabilities uncertain whether suppliers in other compan(like ISS or assuming some distribution).
ies also behave differently and if classification
Concerning the optimization algorithm it- would be of any use at all, although that is exself, the biggest downside is that the number pected to be the case. This is the downside of
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the taken case study approach, in contrast with
purely analytical or mathematical models.
Future research could thus focus on testing
and improving the robustness of the approach.
In addition, the classification procedure can
also be improved in other ways. Other clustering algorithms or performance measures might
for example lead to more fine grained supplier
classes that take into account variability of a
supplier’s behavior and the behavior compared
to the upper limit (the method presented here
focuses mostly on the lower limit). In general, it would be interesting to see extensions
or other reuse of some of the ideas used in this
approach, even if it is just to see how well it
would work in other contexts.

10.3

Recommendations
Philips

for

To conclude this thesis, some final recommendations are made for Philips to improve their
inventory management.
• Use the provided tool to determine nearoptimal replenishment policies, as this
leads to lower costs and higher availability both at the component and at the
product level. Even in case the results are
not implemented one-on-one as the new
stock levels, the output suggests for which
items it is safe to reduce the levels and for
which it is smart to stock some extra.

• Gain more insight and collect more (reliable) data on all relevant costs in the
system. The more accurate and complete
the input is for the tool, the more impact the results have on the overall financial performance of Philips IGT Systems.
Examples are investigating the cost structure of transportation to identify additional fixed order costs and collecting data
on the physical dimensions of components
to calculate storage costs per item.
• Do not treat all suppliers and components
the same when determining stock limits
for VM(C)I parts. It is shown that different suppliers show different behavior in
these agreements and this should be taken
into account.
• To attack the problem at its source, it
would be good to explicitly discuss the discovered behavior with suppliers and ask
how they make decisions for VMI replenishments. Being very clear to suppliers
about what is expected from them in such
arrangements can also help in improving
their performance and reducing required
effort from Philips’ side.
Finally, a lot of knowledge at Philips is in the
experience of its employees. By continuing to
do research in topics like this, Philips can become a more data driven and efficient organization. I hope this work has contributed to that
objective.
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Appendix A

Stochastic Lead Times
Stochastic leadtimes can be easily incorporated in the model by taking the leadtime distribution
into account during the recursion of Equation (3.2). Let Lj be the stochastic leadtime of j.
Then, initialize the leadtime pmf of j as,
fj,L (x) = P(Lj = 1)fj,1 (x), ∀x ∈ Dom(fj,1 )

(A.1)

The following recursion then leads to the pmf of demand for j during leadtime. Similar to
Algorithm 3.1, for t = 2, ..., Lmax
recursively compute,
j
fj,t = convolute(fj,1 , fj,t−1 )
and set:
fj,L (x) ← fj,L (x) + P (Lj = t)fj,t (x),

∀x

(A.2)

It should be noted that this approach assumes the leadtimes are independent of each other and
does allow for crossing replenishment orders, which may or may not be appropriate depending
on the context.
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The Tool
This Appendix will give a high level description of the inventory optimization tool that was
developed for Philips IGT Systems. This is not meant as a detailed instruction or manual, but
rather as an indication and overview of the software.
The entire interface of the tool is build in Microsoft Excel to allow any employee with basic
Excel knowledge to operate it. The backend is completely written in Python, a modern, high
level, object-oriented programming language, to improve efficiency and readability of the code.
The Excel file consists of several sheets:
• Main sheet: some cost parameters can be specified here. In particular, the interest rate
(WACC) and other holding costs are inserted in the top left and fixed order costs can be
provided per agreement type (PO, VMI, VMCI) in the middle. The first button is used
to construct the ‘demand matrix’, which consists of all pijq ’s. The matrix is constructed
completely automatically from the BOM files that can simply be downloaded from the
ERP system and are analyzed from the given format. The resulting matrix is stored on the
Demand Matrix sheet and is used as input for the algorithm. The algorithm itself is then
initiated with the second button called ‘Optimize Stock Levels’. Once clicked, the status
underneath the button is updated at each step in the procedure. When the algorithm
is completed, a summary of the output is shown including all types of expected costs,
the expected fill rates for each product type, and some information on the performance
algorithm such as run times and the best found lower bound on the optimal costs. Further
down on the sheet, possible exceptions and notions about the run are shown as well.
• Component information: consists of one large table with information per component
(e.g. lead time, price, supplier, etc.). This information is again downloaded from the ERP
system in the same format. Only some unnecesary columns have to be filtered out before
copying the data on the sheet. Some additional columns are automatically calculated.
• Product information: this sheet takes the product level production planning per month
as input. It can then be specified which months and products should be included in the
run. The required fill rates per product type are also specified here.
• Systems per day: this sheet shows the expected number of systems to produce per day,
which is derived from the included planning period and product types on the product
information sheet. The amount of variability in total production quantity per day can be
tweaked by changing the variance-to-mean ratio of the distribution. This allows Philips
employees to fine tune the solution to take into account the desired magnitude of peaks
and drops in production volume throughout the planning horizon.
• Demand matrix: a large matrix showing pijq for all i, j, q is shown on this sheet. The
matrix is generated automatically using a button on the main sheet as discussed above.
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Figure B.1: Main interface of the optimization tool. Shown in and output is fictive.

Figure B.2: ’Systems per day’ sheet of the optimization tool. Shown input is fictive.
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No actions have to be performed on this sheet, it is solely meant for storage of the matrix
so that it does not have to be constructed for each run.
• Delivery quantities: for all VMI and VMCI components, the average historic delivery
quantity and standard deviation are provided here. They are used to fix the range size
between the stock limits in such a way that the supplier is not limited too much in its
preferred delivery behavior.
• Supplier classification: the suppliers in VMI and VMCI agreements are listed with the
behavior type they are classified in. There is also the buffer size they have used in case of
performance driven suppliers and the safety factor that is necessary for unreliable suppliers.
The data on this sheet is used to translate the resulting (s, S) policies from the algorithm
to suitable stock limits as shown in Chapter 9.
A more detailed instruction manual is provided to Philips.
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Data Set
C.1

Data Collection

Data on VMI and VMCI components is collected from a few sources. First of all, the list of
components in those agreements and their inventory levels at January 4’th 2017 were retrieved
from an Excel file containing data from the ERP system (SAP) at that date. The file contains
basic information on all SKUs such as price, leadtime, supplier and also the LSL and USL values
since 20 June 2016. At June 20, the stock levels and limits were recalculated and adjusted in
the system. The LSL and USL values for the first half of 2016 were therefore obtained from
a similar file from just before the change date. Then, from SAP, all transactions between 4
January 2016 and 4 January 2017 were obtained for all VMI/VMCI components in the latest
Excel file. Using these transactions, the inventory levels for each component on each day in the
interval were calculated backwards. The corresponding stock limits at each point in time were
then used to normalize the data.
Using the transactions and inventory levels over time enabled the extraction of performance
measures per SKU and per supplier such as the amount of deliveries, stockouts, and LSL
violations, as well as the time spent below the LSL and below zero.

C.2

Data Cleaning

After constructing the data sets as described, some data cleaning had to be done. First of all,
some items had been introduced during the year, often replacing some predecessor. These items
therefore did not exist in the file from June, leading to missing information on for example LSL
and USL. Moreover, these items were not in use at the start of the year and due to the way the
data was constructed showed inventory values of zero until the very first delivery was made.
The observations until the first delivery were therefore removed from the data. Note that for
this reason, some plots might show lines starting at seemingly random times during the year.
Some components were removed completely as they were introduced only a few weeks before
the end of the concerning year and therefore the amount of relevant data is too small to analyze.
Multiple components were also removed completely as they showed no activity throughout the
year. For two items it was confirmed by the responsible procurement officer that a scheduling
agreement was set up in the system, but that it has never been used. Most other of such cases
occurred because of changes to the component and therefore the component number.
In total, there were 632 components in the initial data set. During cleaning:
• 28 components were removed completely from the data set, either because they showed no
activity at all in 2016, or because there was less than 2 months of activity.
• for 10 components, a period at the start of the year was removed, since the part was first
used somewhere in 2016.
Hence the remaining data set consisted of 604 components.
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Removing only a part of a components observations clearly leads to unbalanced counts of
stockouts, deliveries, LSL violations, etc. This was corrected by dividing these values by the
proportion of the year the component has been actively used, obtaining the expected yearly
values. Measures such as average inventory and average shortage time were kept the same.

C.3

Merging Supplier Accounts

For some suppliers, there was more than one account number in the system. Often this is for
financial reasons: for some components, it is most beneficial to make transactions in US Dollars,
while others are paid in Euros. Since the company and contact person are the same for these
cases, the two accounts are considered to be the same. This brings down the total amount of
suppliers from 51 account numbers to 47 actual suppliers.
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Regression Analysis
This appendix deals with checking the model fit of all regression models presented in Section 7.2.2.1.

D.1

Stockout Time Prediction

The model to predict stockout time is considered first. Four different diagnostic plots are shown
in Figure D.1.
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Figure D.1: Diagnostic plots for the predictive model with stockout time as target variable.
The first plot shows the residuals versus the fitted values. This mostly serves to confirm if the
fitted distribution fits the data well and to identify possible missed patterns. Since no obvious
patterns are visible, the zero-adjusted Gamma model fits the data well. In addition, it shows
that variance is more or less equal over the range of fitted values, confirming the assumption
of homoskedasticity (equal variance). The top right plot shows the residuals against the index
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of the observation. Here too, no patterns are recognized, which is good. The two plots at the
bottom nicely show that the residuals are normally distributed. Hence it is concluded that the
model is a good fit, and that no assumptions are violated.

D.2

Shortage Time Prediction

The same analysis is performed for the shortage time model. Figure D.2
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Figure D.2: Diagnostic plots for the predictive model with shortage time as target variable.
The residuals are again normally distributed. The top left plot however suggests that there
is some heteroskedasticity: the variance becomes smaller for larger fitted values. This indicates
that there may be some bias in the model. Several alternative models have therefore been fitted,
excluding certain variables, to see if this results in more equal variances. Unfortunately, this
was not the case. In particular, most other models showed even greater heteroskedasticity in
the lower regions of the fitted values. The current model only shows very small variance for
fitted values from approximately 0.5 and up, while the ‘cloud’ on the left seems reasonable.
This may be because the few observations with high shortage time values have a big influence
on the overall fit of the model and are therefore estimated most accurately. In any case, this
remains the most suitable model found.

D.3

Average Inventory Prediction

For the average inventory level predictive model, Multiple Linear Regression was used. The
diagnostic plots of the found model with supplier and deliveries as independent variables are
shown in Figure D.3.
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Figure D.3: Diagnostic plots for the model predicting average inventory.

Some issues can be identified. First of all, the residuals against the fitted values shows a
horizontal line, meaning there is equal variance across the fitted values, which is good. There
are however some outliers found. The Scale-Location plot, which shows the residuals against
the range of predictor values, shows a decreasing pattern, indicating heteroskedasticity, but
there seem to be only a few observations leading to this pattern. The normal Q-Q plot looks
reasonable, but indicates some skewness is present. The bottom right plot shows some observations have high leverage, meaning their influence on the resulting model is disproportional to
the rest. In particular, a few observations have leverage equal to 1, the biggest value possible.
To improve the model fit and solve some of the discussed issues, the following observations are
therefore removed: 19, 208, 428, 379, 426, 536, 541, 544. The new diagnostic plots indeed show
improvement (Figure D.4). The scale-location plot shows a reasonably horizontal line, so variance across the predictor values is now also more or less equal. The leverage plot also shows no
worrying values anymore. The only minor issue that remains is the Q-Q plot that shows some
deviations from the normal distribution. This simply means there some more extreme values
than there would be in an actual normal distributed data set. This does however not mean that
no conclusions can be drawn from the model, which is why this is an acceptable deviation.
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Figure D.4: Improved diagnostic plots for the model predicting average inventory.
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D.4

Inventory at Delivery Prediction
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Figure D.5: Diagnostic plots for the model predicting inventory at time of delivery.

Analysis for the inventory level at time of delivery is again very similar to that of the overall
average inventory. Some observations with high influence are identified, namely: 19, 206, 372,
419, 531, 534, 537, 571. The improved model again looks fine, despite some skewness still being
present.
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Figure D.6: Improved diagnostic plots for the model predicting inventory at time of delivery.
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Table E.1: Classification and performance measures per supplier.

Supplier

Non-Consignment Inventory

Consignment Inventory

I

I

Del

St

Sh

Supplier 01
0.91
Supplier 02 0.69 -0.06 0.11 0.23
Supplier 03 0.86 0.08
0.14 0.16
Supplier 04
0.51
Supplier 05 0.41 0.07
0.01 0.11
0.32
Supplier 06 0.42 0.08
0.00 0.06
0.37
Supplier 07 0.50 0.27
0.00 0.06
0.72
Supplier 08 0.51 0.17
0.00 0.14
Supplier 09 0.64 0.49
0.00 0.02
Supplier 10
0.72
Supplier 11
0.40
Supplier 12
0.31
Supplier 13 0.42 0.03
0.01 0.16
0.13
Supplier 14
0.95
Supplier 15 0.57 0.21
0.01 0.09
0.78
Supplier 16 0.66 0.26
0.00 0.08
Supplier 17
0.18
Supplier 18
0.48
Supplier 19 0.51 0.21
0.00 0.04
Supplier 20 0.39 0.08
0.12 0.16
0.52
Supplier 21
0.59
Supplier 22
0.21
Supplier 23 0.42 0.14
0.04 0.10
0.41
Supplier 24 0.24 0.02
0.18 0.30
Supplier 25
0.78
Supplier 26 1.46 1.04
0.04 0.06
Supplier 27 0.64 0.18
0.00 0.00
Supplier 29 0.62 0.35
0.00 0.05
0.58
Supplier 30
0.26
Supplier 32
0.59
Supplier 33 0.67 0.43
0.00 0.00
0.38
Supplier 34
0.39
Supplier 35
0.64
Supplier 36
0.68
Supplier 37
0.47
Supplier 38
-0.25
Supplier 39
0.94
Supplier 40 0.71 0.42
0.00 0.00
0.58
Supplier 41
0.63
Supplier 42
0.50
Supplier 43
0.49
Supplier 44
1.08
Supplier 45
0.77
Supplier 46
0.65
Supplier 47 0.79 0.47
0.01 0.03
0.36
I = average inventory, Del = average inventory at
U = unreliable, P = performance, F = forecast.

Del

St

Sh

0.51

0.00

0.01

VMI class

P

0.07
0.00
0.02
0.00

0.56
0.00
0.19
0.03
0.59
0.37

0.00
0.03
0.10
0.00
0.01
0.00

0.08
0.34

0.03
0.02

0.33
0.36
-0.02
0.14

0.00
0.04
0.16
0.02

0.49

0.01

0.28
0.00
-0.02 0.00
0.39
0.00
0.19
0.00
0.07
0.01
0.26
0.00
0.33
0.00
0.24
0.00
-0.40 0.18
0.49
0.00
0.30
0.04
0.48
0.01
0.32
0.02
0.18
0.00
0.67
0.00
0.28
0.03
0.06
0.07
0.17
0.03
deliveries, St
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Classification

Performance
Unreliable
Unreliable
0.18
F
Forecast
0.13 F
F
Forecast
0.17 F
F
Forecast
0.02 P
P
Performance
F
Forecast
P
Performance
0.00
P
Performance
0.27
F
Forecast
0.24
F
Forecast
0.21 F
F
Forecast
0.05
P
Performance
0.01 F
P
Forecast
P
Performance
0.12
F
Forecast
0.08
F
Forecast
P
Performance
0.01 U
P
Unreliable
0.13
F
Forecast
0.33
U
Unreliable
0.09 F
F
Forecast
U
Unreliable
0.11
P
Performance
Outlier.
Performance
P
Performance
0.12 P
F
Cash flow
0.11
F
Forecast
0.03
P
Performance
0.11 P
F
Cash flow
0.24
F
Forecast
0.03
P
Performance
0.08
P
Performance
0.04
F
Forecast
0.67
U
Unreliable
0.05
P
Performance
0.13 P
F
Cash flow
0.05
P
Performance
0.11
F
Forecast
0.21
F
Forecast
0.02
P
Performance
0.18
F
Forecast
0.07
F
Forecast
0.19 P
F
Cash flow
= stockout time, Sh = shortage time
U
U

0.35
0.06
0.07
0.60

VMCI class

Appendix F

Interview Questions
1. How often are the suppliers’ VMI (non-consignment) items below their respective lower
stock limits?
almost never

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

way too much

2. How often are the suppliers’ VMCI (consignment) items below their respective lower stock
limits?
almost never

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

way too much

3. How high is the average inventory level of the suppliers’ VMI (non-consignment) items?

very low

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very high

4. How high is the average inventory level of the suppliers’ VMCI (consignment) items?

very low

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

very high

5. How high is the inventory level of the suppliers’ VMCI (consignment) items just before
deliveries?
(almost) always below the LSL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(almost) always above the LSL

6. How high is the inventory level of the suppliers’ VMI (non-consignment) items just before
deliveries?
(almost) always below the LSL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(almost) always above the LSL

7. When the supplier fails to keep a VMI (non-consignment) item’s inventory level above the
LSL, this is
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Mainly due to the supplier

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mainly due to higher demand from Philips

8. When the supplier fails to keep a VMCI (consignment) item’s inventory level above the
LSL, this is

Mainly due to the supplier

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mainly due to higher demand from Philips

9. When a component’s demand in a period is higher than expected, how often is the supplier
capable of keeping the inventory above the lower stock limit?

Never

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Always

10. When a component’s demand in a period is higher than expected, how often is the supplier
capable of keeping the inventory above the lower stock limit?

Never

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Always

11. Were there any irregularities or exceptional circumstances concerning this supplier in 2016?
.....
12. This suppliers’ replenishment decisions are mainly driven by:
The forecast in SAP

Respecting the stock limits at all times

Its own cash flow

None of these

I don’t know

13. How would you classify this supplier, based on its behavior for VMI and VMCI items?
Forecast driven

Performance driven

Cash flow driven
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Unreliable

I don’t know

Appendix G

Interview Results
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Table G.1: Results of the survey on supplier behavior in VMI agreements.
Non-consignment
Supplier

Sh

I

Del

Cause

01
02
4
4
6
6
04
05
2
5
5
5
06
4
2
3
2
07
5
5
4
6
08
4
3
3
2
09
2
5
6
n.a.
10
11
12
13
6
2
2
2
14
15
2
6
6
4
16
1
4
7
6
17
18
19
3
3
6
5
20
4
3
3
4
21
22
23
1
5
6
6
25
26
1
7
7
7
29
3
5
3
4
32
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
2
3
3
5
41
42
43
44
46
47
3
4
4
5
n.a. = not applicable, e.g. when no

Consignment

Classification

Sh

I

Del

Cause

1

6

4

n.a.

3
2
4
3

4
5
2
2

4
5
3
2

5
5
2
3

1
2
1
6
1
2

6
4
5
2
7
6

7
6
6
2
7
6

n.a.
5
7
2
n.a.
4

2
4

5
2

5
4

2
n.a.

5
3
5
1
1

2
4
2
5
5

3
5
2
6
7

3
3
4
6
7

4
1
5
1
2
2
6
4
2
3
1
4
2
1
3
LSL

4
3
4
4
6
7
3
3
4
5
7
6
5
5
3
4
5
6
2
2
2
6
5
3
3
3
5
3
3
4
2
3
3
4
6
n.a.
4
6
5
5
7
n.a.
4
4
5
violations occur,
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Flex

Data
driven

Perception

P
P
U
P
F
F
F
F
F
P
P
F
F
F
P
P
P
P
F
F
F
F
F
C
P
P
F
F
P
P
F
F
F
C
P
F, P
O
P
F
F
U
U
F
P
P
P
P
P
2
C
P
7
P
P
4
F
C
6
P
F, P
5
P
F
6
F
P
3
U
F
3
P
F, P
5
C
F
5
P
F
4
F
F
3
F
F
6
P
F
6
F
P
6
C
F
there is naturally no cause to point out.
6
5
3
6
6
5
n.a.
6
6
6
unkown
n.a.
5
7
6
2
5
4
6
5
6
6

Appendix H

Delivery Quantity and Range Size
Before the stock limits can be determined, one question has to be answered first. It has to be
determined whether suppliers change their delivery quantities when the size of the USL-LSL
range changes. If this is the case, the range size should be used to push suppliers towards
the optimal (s, S) policy. If not, the order quantities can be assumed fixed and this should be
taken into account when computing the optimal (s, S) policy in the first place. To answer this
question, the delivery quantities for all vendor managed components at Philips over 2016 are
investigated. Halfway the year, stock limits were calculated again and thus changed for a subset
of these items. In particular, for 284 components the range size changed and 233 of those were
delivered more than once in both periods. 146 components showed a change in order size in the
expected direction, i.e. quantities increased when the range increased and decreased when the
range size was reduced. However, t-tests show that only 27 of those changes were significant and
for only 12 the change in order quantity was proportional to that of the range size. Altogether,
it is concluded that the size of the range is not a strong predictor of the delivery quantity and
therefore cannot be used to reliably influence the supplier’s behavior. Instead the preferred or
expected quantity should be estimated from historic data and either assumed to be fixed or used
as a maximum possible range size when setting the limits. The last option means the supplier
can be forced to deliver smaller quantities than before if this leads to a more economical policy
for the assembler.
Let Qhj be the historic delivery quantity for component j and E[Qhj ] its expected value.
Denote by Q∗j the optimal distance between Sj and sj when ignoring the preferences or observed
deliveries of the supplier. Then Qj = Sj − sj is determined by taking the minimum of the two.
Qj = min{E[Qhj ], Q∗j }

(H.1)

Throughout Chapter 9, Qj is assumed to be determined this way. In particular, Qj ≤ E[Qhj ].
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